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Summary: This report deals with the electromagnetic properties of a medium 

containing axisymmetric raindrops. In section 2 are outlined the basic ass

umptions underlying the investigation. Section 3 concerns the propagation of 

a monochromatic plane wave through this medium: a corresponding differential 

equation is derived. Section 4 deals with the aspect of thermal emission 

closely connected to the problem. The Stokes spectral vector representation of 

the thermal emission field is presented. The differential equations derived 

in section 3, as well as some thermodynamic considerations are used to derive 

a transfer equation for this Stokes spectral vector. The solution of this 

equation then yields expressions for the generalized anisotropic effective 

temperature vector. Finally, in section 5, the relation between various 

quantities referring to monochromatic signals, such as the cross polarization 

parameters and the thermal emission magnitudes, are discussed • 

• 
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1. Introduction 

Microwaves with wavelengths in the centimetre and millimetre ranges are 

strongly affected by the presence of rain. The individual raindrops absorb 

and scatter the incident wave, the absorption being dominant at frequencies 

below 15 GHz [11. The combined effects of these mechanisms cause, among 

other things, the attenuation of the travelling wave. The non-spherical 

shape of raindrops with axial symmetry, combined with a non-random 

distribution of the orientations of their axes, generally leads to a depolari

zation of the propagating wave. In general, therefore, serious performance 

degradations, due to rain, may be expected for microwave radio systems. In 

particular, frequency reuse systems in which information is carried on ortho

gonal polarizations at the same frequency, may be hazardously affected by 

the depolarizing effect of rain. 

The relation between rain and attenuation has been the subject of thorough 

theoretical and experimental investigations [I]-P]. The application of 

frequency reuse systems to satellite-to-ground teleconnnunication has stimu

lated further relevant investigations on the phenomenon of rain depolari

zation [7]-[14]. In this report we shall deal with very general theoretical 

investigations concerning the propagation of electromagnetic waves through 

rain, considering also the associated thermal emission. 

Finally, relations between thermal emission quantities and the parameters, 

connected with the depolarization phenomenon are discussed. 
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i 
·1 " 

The basic assumptions underlying, this report are the following!: i ~ 

A. Composition of the rain medium i 

The rain medium should be compqsed of axisymmetric raindropsb i.e. ;~ch ' 

raindrop has an axis "of" rotational symmetry fixed by the tln~ecve~o1l':~( 
I '! ;: _," ,_.,: 

n(v,d» along it (see Fig. 1). iThe raindrops may be of diffeFent:~~"~ 

(for instance, spheres, oblate' spheroids, prolate spheroids ,,,etc·.} ~'nd'~ 
different sizes, an effective. radius l' being a measure of rthe latter. 

In the orthogonal xyz system the z-axis is taken along the propagdtiQft 

direction of the incident wave, while the y-axis, perpendiCi!lar to; it, is , 
usually taken in a horizontal "direction. The orientation .of. each rain-

drop is then fixed by the angles d> and e (called the canting andincidene 

angle respectively) which refer to this system according to Fig. ~. T\le" 

composition of the rain medium is characterized by the dis~ributi~n 

density f.(z,r,e,<j» for raindtops of a certain type, labeUed i, such 
"Z-

that 

dN.(z} = N.(z) f.(Il,r,e,rp) d1'ded<j> 
"Z- "Z- "Z-

(2.1.1) 

represents the number of 

effective radii 1', their 

raindrops of this type per m3 that have"t:heir 
" I 

canting angle d> and their angles clf inci~ence:e" 
I 

situated in a special infinitesimal interval d1'ded<j>. 

B. Statistically independent single scattering 

This assumption implies that the relevant electromagnetic propert~es of the 
raindrops are sufficiently described by the forward-scatter compl~ ampli

tude functions for each of them. For an axisymmetric raindrop these functions, 
~ (i1 (i) 

viz. ~/I (1',8,w) and SI (1',e,w) for a special raindrop type labelled 

i, occur in the relation(see Fig. 3) 

Ell 
seat -jk R SII 

(i) 
0 Ell 

ina 
k 2 0 

0 e = (2.1.2) 

E seat 21TR 
0 S--,-(i) E ina 

--'- --'-
where II and --'- refer to the component of the electric field 

.. J' .. ",-. 
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in the "plane of incidence" (containing the propagation direction and the 

symmetry axis), and the component perpendicular to it respectively; both 

these components are parallel to the xy plane in view of the TE character 

of the wave. The relation (2.1.2) determines the foreward-scattered field 

at a distance R versus the incident field [IIJ; w represents the angular 

frequency of the harmonic time dependence. 

The diagonal character of the matrix in Eq. 2.1.2 is a consequence of the 

assumed symmetry property of the raindrops. 

The relation between x and y components of the incident and the scattered 

field may now be obtained for arbitrary orientation of the raindrop by 

applying a suitable rotational transformation to 2.1.2 (Fig. 4). This 

results in 

E scat 
x 

E scat 
y 

-jk R 
k 2 e a 
o = --=-----

21TR 

cos¢ -sind> 

sin¢ cos¢ 

or, worked out, into the energy 

E scat 
x 

-jk R 
k 2 e 0 
o = -"'----

(il 2 
SII cos ¢ 

SII 
( il 

0 

0 S (il 
...L 

+ S (il . 2" ...L S"1-n '¥ 

E scat 
y 

(S (il_S (ill 
II ...L 

sin 2¢ 
2 

(S (iJ_S (i)) sin 2¢ 
II ...L 2 

" (il . 2~ 
U II S"1-n~, 

+ S (il 2 .. ...L cos '¥ 

c. Forward scattering approximation 

E inc 
x 

E inc 
y 

cosd> 

-sind> 

sind> 

cos¢ 

E "1-nc 
x 

E inc 
y 

(2.1.3) 

(2.1.4) 

The single scattering albedo~o defined as the ratio of the scattered energy 

lost through both scattering and absorption (cf [2], [15]), is taken to be 

zero. 

D. Local thermodynamic equilibrium of the rain medium. 

The thermodynamic properties of an infinitisemal part of the medium are 

fixed by its temperature T [16]. 
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3. Propagation of a plane wave thrpugh the rain medium 

According to our model the monochrpmatic TE wave travels through 

the z direction. Its electric vector E(z,tJ has the form 

E(z,t) = {Ex(z} U + E (z) iT} x y y 
jwt e 

I 

the me~i.um in 
, r 

i ' 
i' 

where Ex and Ey are complex functctons of z, U
x 

and U
y 

being ,the unit liectors' 

in the x and y directions respectively. 

In the following section we shall derive a differential equatioit which governs 

the propagation of this electric field. 

3.1. Derivation of the differential equation 

Let us consider a space filled with raindrop particles. These particl~s may be 

labelled by the integer l = 1, 2" 3, ...... . 

The medium can be described by a properly chosen relative permittivitY! function 

E:r(xJ , When assuming the relative permeability /J. r to be unity. The Ma:$;ell 

equations then lead to the follow~ng equation for the electric field ~trength E: 

E) = O. 

By defining n2 to be the operator 

we may express Eq. 3.1.1 as the Helmholtz equation 

/>,E + /> 2 n 2if = O. 
o 

(3.I,.!) 
J 

/ (3,1.2) 

(3.1.3) 

In order to show the disturbing effect of the inhomogeneity of the medium this 

equation may also be represented by 

2 as a matter of fact n -1 only , 
The solution to this equation 

equation: 

(3.104) 

differs from zero inside the raindrops. 
I 

is formally determined by the following ,integral 

I 

'~i ~;i<J.,c.i-"C 
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E(P) (3.1.5) 

go is the free space solution that corresponds to the system of primary 

currents, P is the point of observation, Q the integration point and PO the 

distance from P to Q. 

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.1.5 may be interpreted as the 

secondary field ES, i.e. 

K 2 
o 
41T 

In other words E is the sum 

of the primary field EO and the secondary field E8. 

(3.1.6) 

(3.1.7) 

One method of solving Eq. 3.1.5 is to proceed with the following Neumann

Liouville expansion (cf[17]), 

E(P) = :t (3. 1 .8) 
m=o 

(O)E- =. E-(o) where - , while the next terms can be deduced with the aid of the 

following recurrence relation 

(3.1.9) 

(m)-
The term E may be interpreted as the contribution associated with succes-

sive m scatterings. 

as well. 
This includes the scattering processes inside each drop 

We shall now derive an alternative representation of E. To do so, we split the 

volume integration in ES into particle contributions EZ
s in which the inte

gration only extends over the volume Vz of an individual raindrop labelled Z. 
Hence 

(3.1.10) 

where 



I·' o 
'irr 

" f -ik-f'I,) 
, (l 

,iT, I "-c---,,,-::---, 
V . PO 
t 
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., -
fl1 "-,/1 1':((,») 

(,1 
(3.1.11) 

By introducing a proper linear oparator T Z' we may represent Eq: 3. I . n by the 

follo"ing concise relation: 

(I = 1, 2, 3, ..... ) C3.I.I!!} 

-$ 
Eq. 3.1.12 constitutes an integral equation, since E contains the term E t 
through Eqs. 3.1.7 and 3.1.10. The new equation 3.1.12 can be, solved by an 

expression analogous to the Neumann-Liouville expression of Eq. 3.1.6, so as 

to have 

Et
S 

= t 
v=1 

-8 
E t v , U=1,2,3, ..... ) (3.1.13) 

Substituting this expression in Eq. 3.1.12 while applying the Eqs. 3.1.7 and 

3.1.10, we obtain the equation 

'E$ }. (z = 
m,v 1, 2, 3, ..... ) (3.1.14) 

A solution of this equation is obtained, by solving the set of equations 

for all Z, and also the set 

-8 
E t, V 

-s 
E 

m, 

, (l = 1, 2, 3, ..... ) (3.1.15) 

, (I = 1, 2, 3, ..... ) (3.1.16) 

for all I and v. In fac~ a summation of Eq. 3.1.16 over v = 2, J, 4, ••••• , 

while applying Eq. 3.1.1~ leads after elementary reductions to Eq. 3.1.12. 

Comparing Eqs. 3.1.15 with 3.1.12, we see that esz 1 is the secondary field , 
that would be obtained if all drops other than Z "ere removed, provided of 

course that the primary currents are not changed. ES

Z may be given an 
,V 

analogous interpretation, with the difference that the primary field is then 

given by the form ~ ES
m,V_1 instead of eo. Thus, finally ESZ,v represents 

the contribution resulting from V successive raindrop scatterings, the last 

of these taking place in the lth raindrop (the number of scatterings 1nside the 

raindrops are not counted, as \Vas done ~n the first representation). 

i 
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Our numerical applications only need to take into account the first term of 

Eq. 3.1.13, so as to obtain the following approximation of E 

E = E? "\' +f;1 (3.1.17) 

This approximation is known as the Born approximation. Eq. 3.1.15 shows that 
-8 -0 
E Z,1 depends linearly on E , i.e. 

-1 Sz = {l-T Z} TZ being a linear operator that solves Eq. 3.1.15. In the case 

of a plane wave eo, while the distance from the observation point towards 

the drop is large (admitting asymptotic approximations) we find the following 

explicit form of Eq. 3.1.18 

-

= k 2 
o 

Sz is the scattering matrix [331 for the particle 

the (properly defined) centre of the particle, and 

along the direction from 0z to P. 

(3.1.19) 

Z, QZ is the position of 

PpO is the unit vector 
Z 

The secondary field at P can here be approximated as follows 

k 2 
o 
2'11 

(3.1.20) 

The summation over discrete elements may be replaced by a smooth integration, 

provided that a proper raindrop density N can be defined; hence: 

k 2 J -JkoPQ o e = 2'11 dTQ PQ 

-
N(Q) [;(Q) F,PrQ) (3.1.21) 

He shall now investigate the above Born approximation for the "plane-wave 

problem". In this problem we have the primary plane wave 

arriving from the half space 

scattering half space z > Zo 

now the specific form 

z < z and entering at 
o 

containing the raindrop 

(3.1.22) 

z = z into the o 
particles. Eq.3.1.21 has 
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~~~~ 8 k~ 
e (X,y,Z)= 2~ dE;dnd1; 0. 1.23) 

The variables E; en n may be elimi~ated by the following procedure. This , , 

derivation is according to one given by Bremmer (cf[17])[18]). First we 

introduce the operator relation 

N(E;,n,1;) 3(E;,n,1;) = e 

a (E;-x) ax + 
rl 

(n-y) 'dy 
{N(x,y,s) 3(x,y,s)} (3.1.24) 

and introducing the new variables'r and <p according to 

E; - x = r cos <p, 

n - y = r sin <p. 

Integration of the <p variables then delivers the relation 

-jk 1.Jr2+(z-1;)2 +d " -
e 1o(r'l/-a2/ax2-a2/3y2)N(X,y,1;)S(x,y,1;)eO(o) 

. .J r2 +( z-1;)2 

The integration in the r variables can be reduced to the well-known Sommerfeld 

integral (cf[34]) and results in 

F!(x,y,zJ= 
(3.1.25) 

If the effects of back scattering are negligible, then the integration in Eq. 

3.1.25 can be restricted to regions 1; < z. This corresponds to what is called 

the forward scatter approximation. 

For high frequencies and a not very high degree of inhomogeneity, i.e. 

".;, .'..1. ;-._ !. 



I ;< ;)p. " + I « " dX :ly :1 0 
0.1.26) 

., 
" a" + we may neglect the effect of the operator 2 

known as the geometrical-optical approxima~ion. 
reduced to the following simple form: 

a' , 
-2 
dy 

. This approximation IS 

Eq. 3.1.25 is therefore 

where z is taken to be larger than 

abovp. approximation is illustrated 

z • The geometrical-optical nature o 
by the independence of Eq. 3.1.27 

medium properties outside of the ray trajectory. 

The total field is now given by 

F;(x,y,z) 
-jk z 

= e 0 {1-jk
o 

J dr; N(x,y,r;) S(x,y,s)} EP(o) 

Zo 

(3.1.27) 

of the 

of the 

(3.1.28) 

By differentiating this equation to z, we then obtain the following differential 

equation: 

dE 
dZ(X,y,z) = -r(x,y,z) F;(X,y,z) (3.1.29) 

where r is the matrix operator given by 

r(x,y,z) = jko {l+N(x,y,z) S(x,y,z)} (3. 1 .30) 

= The 2 by 2'transmission matrix r has the fOllowing representation with respect to 

the bases Ux' Uy 

- [r r 1 r ~ /x rXY 
yx yy 

(3.1.31) 

The elements of which may be obtained from the elements on the right hand side 

of Eq.3.1.2R.Here we have a simple form of density times the scattering matrix, 

in fact we have drops of different types and sizes with different orientation, 

so that a weighted summation must be carried out. This then leads to the 

following forms for the elements of matrix r: 

+ • 

• 2", 
( .) S'l-n ",] } 

. +8/ 'l- (r , e, ,f>) 2 drdeddJ , 
- COS dJ 

(3.1.32) 
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f (z,w) 
xy [

(i) 
5;; . (r,6,w) - . 

(3.1.32) 

In general 

respect to 

f differs from zero. However, r has a diagonal represent"tion with 
xy 

its own equations as bases; the eigenvalues then constitute the 

diagonal elements. The corresponding normalized eigenvectors MA and.MB 

and their eigenvalues fAr B can be derived by solving the equations , , 

-
rMB = fBMB , MB.MB* = 1. 

The solution with respect to the bases Uxand Uy [see section A.I] is 

represented by 

where the "effective average complex canting angle" tPo is given by 

tan[2tP ) 

sin(2tP) drd8dp 
cos(2tPJ drd8dtP 

I, 

(3.1.33) 

(3.1.34) 

(3.1.35) 

(3.1.36) 
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Eq. 3.1.36 shows that, if m is independent of z, the medium admits two non-o 
interfering channels; in fact, the elliptically polarized electric field 

components EA MA and EB MB, directed along the complex directions MA and MB 

then propagate through the medium without interfering with each other. This 
-

is verified by solving Eq. 3.1.27 in a representation referring to MA and M
B

. 
\,e obtain: Z 

-J rA(z ',w) dz' 

E/z} 
0 EA (zo) = e (3.1.37) 

z 
- f r B( z ',w) dz' 

z 
EB(z) 

0 
EB(zo) = e (3.1.38) 

These expressions relate the field strength incident at 20 to the more remote 

field strength at z, and shows the non-interference of EA and EB mentioned. 

Further, the two elliptical polarizations reduce to two orthogonal linear 

polarizations in the case of a real ¢o. 
As an illustrative example we shall further consider the special case of a medium 

composed of raindrops of a single type only, for which, moreover, the relation 

(i) 
5// (r,e,w) 

(i) (i).2 
- 5~ (r,e,w) = 65 (r,w) s~n e , (3.1.39) 

holds, in which 

5 (i)(~.,.,) (i)( IT) (i)( IT ) 
"_~ =5// r''T,w-5~ r,2,W. (3.1.40) 

This situation corresponds to dipole approximations of the raindrop scattering 

mechanisms (cf[IS]). In this approximation each raindrop is characterized by 

three planes of symmetry with the property that an electric field vector 

parallel to any of the three associated principal axes induces dipole moments 

proportional to this field vector. The scattered field can then be derived from 

the values of these dipole moments (cL section A.2). Eq.3.1.36 now becomes: 

(3.1.41) 

lIoreover, if the distribution of the orientations of the raindrops 
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happens to be independent of their sizes, l.e. if f(z,l",A,<jl) = g(z,l")h(z,El,<jlJ 

then tan(2ch
o

) will become real according to the relation 

JJh(Z,e,c!» sin(;J<p) sin2ed<pde 
tan(2ch) = If 2 (3;1.42) 

o h(z,e,<p)cos(2~) sin e d<pde 

The two eigenvectors MA and MB then represent two orthogonal linear polari

zations; in the case of a homogenepus medium these polarizations do not inter

fere throughout. From this special example it may be inferred that the 

possible dependence of the raindrop orientations on their sizes, or possibly 

on differences between their shapes, may lead to acomplex value of <1>0' 

I ! 
I, 
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3.2. Solution of the differential equation; the cross-polarization parameter 

In general the field strength incident at 20 and that observed in the medium 

at 2 are connected by a linear transform which can be defined by the relation 

-
Erz] = F[z,zo;w]E[zo] (3.2.1) 

the 2by2 evolution matrix operator F is to be determined by solving Eq. 3.1.29. 

To do so we first represent f as follows: 

(3.2.2) 

where fo and ofo are defined by the expressions 

(3.2.3) 

n is a dummy variable equalling unity; while W is given by the following 

representation referring to the xy coordinate system (see section A3) 

Next, 

~ ~ [COS (2cfJo) 

sin(2<b ) 
'0 

Sin(2<Po )1 
-COS (2cfJo)J 

E(z) is expanded in a power series of n, according to 

'" 
E(z) = n~o nn E(n)(z) 

(3.2.4) 

(3.2.5) 

Substituting this equation, together with Eq. 3.2.2, in Eq. 3.1.29, and 

then assembling the terms containing special powers of n, we may obtain the 

following set of equations 

-f E(z) 
o 

-(n) = -(n-l) -f E (z) + ~of WE (z) , (n)l). 
o 0 

We introduce the boundary conditions 

(3.2.6) 

(3.2.7) 

(3.2.8) 



The 

pJn) (2 ) = 0 
o 

, 

solution of Eq. 

z 

-f 
E/O)(z) 

Zo 
= e 

-14-

(n ~ 1) 

3.2.6 is obtained at once 

f (z 1 )dz 1 
0 

E(zo) 

-en) 
while the higher-order terms E are g1.ven by 

= 

f (zl)dz l 
o 

E(z ) 
o 

(3.2.9) 

(3.2.10) 

(3.2.11) 

where the factors Fn are to be determined from the recurrence relation 

z 

f 8f (Z"W) ~(Z',W) i l(z',z ;w)dz',(u~l) o .) n- 0 
(3.2.12) 

Zo 

provided that we define 

can easily be verified 

remembering Eq. 3.2.9. 

F to be the unit operator 1. This last equation o 
by substituting Eq. 3.2.11 in Eq. 3.2.8 while 

We finally arrive at the following expression: 

where 

-
E(z) = i(z,zo;w) E(zo) 

00 

i(z,zo;w) = ~ ~n(z,zo;w)e 
n=o 

z - f f (z 1 'w)dz 1 
o ' 

Zo 

(3.2.13) 

(3.2.14) 

The effect of rain on some radio systems may be analyzed by using Eqs. 3.2.13 

and 3.2.14. For systems applying orthogonal polarized channels, the so-called 

cross polarization parameters are often used as measures of performance. 

These parameters indicate the degree of depolarization, and are defined by 

F (z, z ) 
yx 0 

F I z, z ) 
xx 0 

2 

for transmitting x polarization, and by 

F (z, z ) = xy 0 
F (z, z ) 

yy 0 

2 

0.2.15) 

(3.2.16) 

, i . .~ .. 
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for transmitting 11 polarization. 

In general the elements of F depend on many terms of the series ln Eq. 3.2.14, 

and therefore are inconvenient. Ho,",ever, if the rainpath [2,2 1 causes only 
o 

,",eak depolarization effects, i.e. if 

the 

F 
0 

of 

I (2-Z ) of I « 1 , 0 0 

series in Eq. 3.2.14 will converge rapidly. In 

and Fl are needed for approximate analysis. The 

the cross-polarization parameters are then given 

XPLX ""XPLY"";' or (z') 
o 

sin {2cp (z')} dz' 
o 

2 

(3.2.17) 

this case only the matrices 

first order approximation 

by 

(3.2.18) 

The integrand here occurring can be represented as follows 

where 

ofo sin(20
0

} = {ofR + jOfI}{sin(2CPR)cosh(2CPr) + jcOS(2cp~sinh(2~I)} , 

(3.2.19) 

ofR=Re{ofo}' = Im{of }. 
o (3.2.20) 

This formula shows that the value of XPL may increase if the effective average 

canting angle CPo is complex instead of real. Fig. 5 represents 

ISin(2CPO}/sin(2CPR} 12 and [sin(2CPO} 12 as functions of CPR and CPl. These quanti

ties show the increase in XPL due to the imaginary part of ~o when the rain 

medium is homogeneous. However, in the case of rain containing only oblate 

spheroidal raindrops, and, with a canting angle mechanism only caused by the 

laminar flow of air above the ground surface (cf[19]), the numerical values 

of cP prove to be negligible (section A4). Further, Eq. 3.2.8 implies some 
I 

kind of statistical averaging over the rainpath [z,z 1 and may cause, for 
0' 

instance, a decrease in the XPL value "ith respect to that of the homogeneous 

case. 

These considerations suggest that in order to obtain some statistical knowledge 

of XPL from Eq. 3.2.8, it is necessary to know statistical data concerning 

the variation of ~ and or along the rainpath. Since these quantities are 
'0 0 

determined by the distribution of the orientations, sizes and shapes of the 
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raindrops, a further investigation on ra1n statistics should prove to be 

useful. 

3.3. Representation of F in the case of orthogonal circular polarizations 

The transition of the basis U ,U , associated with linearly polarized field 
x y 

components to a new basis up,UZ' i.e. 

connected with two orthogonal circularly polarized field components is g1ven 

by the coordinate transformation matrix 

1 -j 1 

[ [D]] = 12 72 

1 . 1 
12 J72 

The representation of F in the U ,U system x y 

[
F F] xx xy 

[[F[xy]JJ = F F 

yx yy 

(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3) 

is associated withitsrepresentatiori[[F[p,ZJ]J in the Up,U
Z 

system by the 

relation 

(3.3.4) 

which leads to the explicit form 

[''' Fyy) + j(F - F ) (F - F ) +j(F ., ) 1 xx yx xy = yy xy yx 
[[F[p,zJJJ = ~ 

(F - F ) - j (F + F ) (F + F ) -.1 (F - F ) 
xx yy yx xy xx yY' yx xy 

(3.3.5) 

I, 
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In the case of condition (3.2.17), i.e. if the rain path causes only weak 

depolarization effects, we may approximate the above representation by: 

Z 

-f 
Zo 

= e 

r (z' }dz ' o 
1 

Z J2(1) (z') he! (z'}e 0 
2 oro 

Zo 

1 

(3.3.6) 

The cross-polarization parameters analogous to (3.2.15) and (3.2.18) are now 

approximated by 

XPCR = ;, 

for transmitting right circular polarization, and by 

z 

XPCL =;' ~ oro(z'} e 

Zo 

J2</J (z') 
o dz' 

2 

for transmitting left circular polarization. 

(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 
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4. Thermal ('ml.s~n on 

4. I. The transfer equation 

Any absorbing medium emits noise-like electromagnetic energy, known 

as thermal emission. The power spectrum of this emission is related to that 

of a black body(cf.[23]), if the medium is in a state of local thermodynamic 

equilibrium. 

Let us consider a real plane TE wave propagating ~n the z direction. Its 

electric vector can be given by 

= E (1')(z,t) U 
x x 

+ E (1') (z t)U 
y 'y 

(4.1.1) 

where E (1')(z,t) and E (r)(z,t) are real functions of z and t. He next x y 
assume that the associated real • [] E (0 ( ) and E (i) ( ) functwns 20 z, t z, t , 

x Y 
defined by the following Hilbert reciprocity relations, 

E (i) (z, t) 
x 

E (i) (z, t) 
y 

00 

= ~ J 
'1f~ 

E (1')(z,t') 
x 

t t' dt' , 

E (1') (z,t') 
~Y~t-_Lt,,----dt' , 

(4.1.2) 

do exist (P = Cauchy principal value). He may then construct the analytic 

functions (cf[20], [21]) 

E (z,t) = E (1')(z,t) + jE (i)(z,t) 
x x x 

(4.1.3) 

E (z,t) = E (1')(z,t) 
y Y 

. (i) ( ) + .jE z,t y 

with the associated analytic electric vector E 

E(z,t) = E (z,t) U + E (z,t) U 
x x Y Y 

(4.1.4) 

Instead of the bases U
x 

' U
y 

, we can take, also in the xy plane, a pair of 

two independent complex phasors Up , Uq ' The analytic electric vector is then 

given by 

(4.1.5) 
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while the analytic functions I'.' , i': 
r q are associated with the analytic functions 

i" i': hy the transformation -':;c' y 

['} [:".~J ," J 1 [::l 
x q 

(U .1; ) E (U .U ) 
Y Y P Y q 

(4.1.6) 

since the thermal-emission field is of a stochastic nature, it is convenient 

to describe it by a set of suitably defined correlation parameters. The 

Stokes correlation parameters are thus defined as a four-dimensional vector 

(4. I. 7) 

the components of which are: 

e
p (z" ) = a < E (z,t+,) Ep*(z,t) > , 

p 

e (z, ,) = a < E (z,t+,) Eq*(z,t) > , 
q q 

(4.1.8) 

e(p) (z,r) = a{<Ep(z,t+r) E *(z,t) + < Ep*(Z,t) E (z, t+,) >} 
q q 

e(q) (z,,) =.ia{<E (z,t+,) E *(z,t) - < E *(z,t) E (z,t+,»} 
'p q p q 

a is a constant tobe so chosen that e (z,o) and e (z,o) may be interpreted as 
X y 

the power-flux density per unit solid angle, at z, flowing in the z 

direction. The normalization of power per steradians instead of the usual 

one per surface is relevant to the property that the thermal-emission field 

is considered being composed of plane waves propagating in all directions. 

The ensemble averages here occurring will be assumed to be identical with the 

time averages for a special realization of the ensemble, i.e. the field is 

ergodic [22]. We then have all the averages 

T' 

< h(z,t,,) > I h(z,t,,) dt (4.1.9) 

T'- -T' 

The Stokes spectral vector I (cf[22]) is next introduced as the Fourier 

transform of the above Stokes correlation vector, so as to have 
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00 

I-( ) f C-( ) e-,iwTdT Z,uJ = , Z,T (4.1.10) 

This definition implies real values of the components of I. 

The propagation of an electromagnetic field, characterized by its Stokes 

spectral vector I, is governed by the extinction and emission mechanisms of 

the medium. In fact, it will be shown below that a radiative transfer equation 

of the form 

~ZI(Z,W) = -K(z,w){I(z,W) s(z,w)} (4.1.11) 

can be derived by considering the variation of the Stokes spectral vector 

along an infinitesimal distance dz. 

In this equation K is the 4 by 4 extinction coefficient matrix. The first term of 

the right hand side of Eq. 4.1.11 represents the variation of I due to the 

absorption and scatter losses in the medium, while S is the source function 

vector representing the thermal emission. 

We shall first verify Eq. 4.1.11 without considering the effect of thermal 

emission, i.e. the contribution depends on S. In the case of a monochromatic 

wave the equation in question is readily derived from Eq. 3.1.28 and the 

definition of the Stokes vector. When dealing with stochastic signals we 

define the truncated signals as 

E/
r

) (z,t) when It 1 .< T' • 
E(r) (z, t) = (4.1.12) T'P 

0 when It I > T' , 

01:/") I"," when It I < T' , 
(r) 

(z, t) ET'q 
when It I > T' 

(i) (') 
E

T
, P and ET~a are defined here by relations analogous to Eq. 4.1.2, as the 

associated functions connected to E;~~ and E~~~ respectively. The resulting 

analytic functions 

(r) ( i) 

ET,p = ET,p + j ET,p , 

(r) ( i) (4.1.13) 

ET'q = ET'q + j ET'q , 

'vil1 have Fourier spectra according to 
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00 

ET,p(z, t) 
1 f .iult 

ET,/z,W) dUl , = 2'1T e 
~ 

(4.1.14) 
00 

jwt' -
ET,/z,t) 

1 f dw , = e ET'q{Z,W) 2'1T 
~ 

since ET,p and ET'q may be assumed to be square integrable. 

We next define the IItruncated" Stokes spectral parameters 

(4.1.15) 

I (p) ( ) = T' z,w 

In view of the linearity and time independence of the medium,the functions 

ET,p{W) and ET'q(Z,w) may be assumed to satisfy Eq. 3.1.29. Differentiation 

of Eq. 4.1.15 then yields the following relation (section A.S) 

(4.1.16) 

-If P and q refer to the component of E with respect to the normalized eigen-

vectors MA and MB (at frequency w) K is given explicitly by 

KAA 0 0 0 

= 0 KBB 0 0 . 
K = AA KAB 

0 0 K 
(4.1.17) 

BA BB 
0 0 K K 

where the elements are given by 

, 
(4.1.18) 
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Now, under suitable assumptions concerning the stochastic nature of the 

signals (stationarity, ergodicity,etc. ),we have the relation 

Um Cst{IT'(Z'w)} = I(z,w) , 
T'-'/>OO 

(4.1.19) 

where Est{ IT,(z,w)} denotes ensemble averaging[20]. Therefore, from 

Eq.4.1.16, we have 

d - -
~ I(z,w) = -K(z,w)I(z,w) 
oz· (4.1.20) 

In deriving the term representing the thermal emission in Eq.4.1.11 we shall 

assume that the medium is stationary, i.e. no temperature fluctuations should 

occur in time. We also assume that the thermal emission of the medium 

contributes linearly to the change of I 

~z I(z,w) = -K(z,w)I(z,w) + J(z,w) (4.1.21) 

where J(z,w) represents this latter contribution. In order to evaluate 

J(z,w) 

medium 

at say z=z. we consider the case of 
1- -

with a constant extinction matrix K. 
1-

, 

a fictitious homogeneous 

(4.1.22) 

enclosed by black-body radiator of temperature T equal to that of the in

homogeneous medium at z=zi.' The homogeneous medium mentioned will also 

have the temperature T throughout when the state of thermodynamic 

equilibrium between it and the black-body radiator is reached. According to 

thermodynamics and the black-body law of radiation (cf.l23]), the intensity 

of the thermal emission flowing in the z direction is given by 

(4.1.23) 

where the source-function vector S is fixed by the following representation 

referring to the bases U ,U x y 

(4.1.24) 
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U IT), Pl.anck'" function for a black-body radiator, is given by the following 
V 

p x p r P:;.'i I () n 121 I : 

B (T) 
V 

(4.1.25) 

where v=w/2TI is the frequency, h Planck's constant, kB Boltzmann's constant, 

and c the velocity of light. When hv«kT , we can apply the so-called 

Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for Bv(T) ,viz. 

Next, substituting Eqs. 4.1.23 and 4.1.24 in 

property 

d - d -
dZI(Z,W) = ~(T,w] = 0 

we obtain the relation 

o = K.S(T,w) - J(T,w] 
'Z-

or 

J(T,w) 

(4.1.26) 

Eq. 4.1.21 , and applying the 

(4.1.27) 

(4.1.28) 

(4.1.29) 

where Ki indicates'the value of K at z=zi . The latter equation is a generali

zation of Kirchhoff's law for the radiation from an absorbing body in 

anisotropic media. 

If we now assume that, in the case of a stationary inhomogeneous medium,J(z,w) 

is to be determined completely by the local values of Kand T , 

the relation 

J(z,w) = K(Z,w)S(T(z),w) (4.1.30) 

will be satisfied in such a medium. 
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~. Solution of the transfer equation; partial polarization of emission 

The general solution of the radiative transfer equation Eq. 4.1.11 can 

formally be derived by a method analoguous to that described in section 3.2 

for solving Eq. 3.21 without an emission term. We find 

I(z,w) = H(z,zo;w)I(zo;wJ + )[~ZI~(Z'ZI;W)~(ZI;W)S(ZI;W) 
o 

(4.2.1) 

where the 4 by 4 "evolution-matrixoperator H give!! explicitly below, is the 

analogon ofthe2bY2 evolution-matrix operator F described in section 3.2. 

The validity of Eq. 4.2.1 is readily verified by substituting it in the 

transfer equation. 

As in section 3.2, H may be arrived at by representing K as follows: 

K = KO + Re { cyaaos(2q,0) + cr sin(2q, ) } 
s 0 

(4.2.2) 

here K 
("> 

is the average extinction coefficient given by 

K = 2Ref 
0 0, 

(4.2.3) 

while the' 4 by4matrix operators CYa and CY
s 

are defined by their representations 

1 0 0 0 0 0 .l;- .l;-i 

CY =or 0 -1 0 0 or 0 0 .l;- -.l;-{ 
(4.2.4) CY = a 0 

0 0 0 -i s 0 1 1 0 0 

0 a i 0 -i i 0 0 

that refer to the xy coordinate system (d. section A.5), 

An evaluation similar to that worked out in section 3.2 leads to the 

representation 

H(z,z ;W) 
o ~ (z,z ;W)} n 0 

e 
_Q(z z ·w) 

).) .) 0" 
(4.2.5) 

= 
here H =1 ,while the other factors H result from the recurrence relation o n 
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~ (Z,2 ;W)=_RefazZ,{o (z')cos[2cjl (z')]+O (z')sin[2cjl (z')] }~(Zl"Z ;w) 
>1 0 :f cos 0 n- 0 

Zo 

S being defined by 
z 

B(z Z 'W)-fdZ'K (z' w) ~ o~ 0 ~ 

Z o 

(4.2.6) ., 

(4.2.7) 

When dealing with thermal emission, it is convenient to express the 

intensities in terms of temperatures instead of powers. The "apparent tem-

perature" vector T is thus defined by the relation 
e 

Likewise, the " source temperature" vector T is given by 

At microwave frequencies, B may be replaced by its Rayleigh-Jeans 
\i 

(4.2.8) 

(4.2.9) 

approximation. This leads to the following expression for T in the xy system 

T(z) = {T(z),T(z),O,O} 

T(z) is the temperature of the medium at a special z level. 

EQ.4.2.1 can then be represented by 

f
z . 

T (z,w) = H(z,z ;w)T (z ;w) + dz'H(z,z';W)K(Z';w)T(z') 
e 0 e 0 

z 
o 

(4.2.10) 

(4.2.11) 

The solution of this latter equation is as follows if the temperature T 

is independent of z throughout the rainpath [z,z 1 
o 

T (z;w) = H(z,z ;w)T (z ;w) + {1 
e 0 e 0 

H(z,z ;w)}T 
o 

(4.2.12) 
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Usually, the "apparent temperature" 'I' (.1 ;w) incident at.1 1S the 
(' () 0 

totally unpolarized sky-emission temperature so that T (" ;(u) "ill have the 
e 0 

same representation as Eq. 4.2.10 with a special temperature T. 
1,nc 

instead of T . 

A first-order approximation of H will suffice when orR and orr are 

sufficiently small. We may then arrive at the expressions 

-S(Z Z 'w) , 0' 
Re ~zIor (ZI)C08[2$ (Zl)] (4.2.13) T -T = 2e (T-T. ) 

ey ex 'l-nc o 0 

T(x) 
-S(z,zo;w} 

Re~dzlor (zl}8in[2$ (Zl)] (4.2.14) = 2e (T-T. ) 
'l-nc o 0 e 

T(y} = 0 (4.2.15) 
e 

Eqs. 4.2.13-15 show that the thermal emission in the atmosphere due to rain 

may be slightly polarized. From Eq. 4.2.15 we may conclude that the polarized 

part of the thermal emission is linear. 

Fig 6+ shows 6T =T -T as functions of different rain- path1engths L=z-z , . . e ey ex 0 
and different rain intensities p , for a homogeneous rain at frequencies 

11, 18.1 , and 30 GHz. It has been assumed there that the raindrops are of 
o 

the oblate type, and that they are all oriented according to $=25 and 

8=90
0 

; the values used for the extinction coefficient are those given by [14], 

where Laws and Parsons'raindrop-size distributions have been assumed. These 

figures show the above mentioned polarization to be small, !6T ! being e 
always smaller than 13 K in the range considered. 

4.3. Partial polarization of emission due to scattering. 

The partial polarization of thermal emission, as derived in the previous 

section, is uniquely due to the anisotropy of the extinction property of 

the medium. In this section we shall show that scattering in directions 

differing from the forward direction may also cause some polarization 

of thermal emission. 

Let us consider a rain-medium for which the following transfer equation 

holds 

~ ( and Table I ) 
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p = unit vector fixing a special direction 

r = space coordinates 

I(r;p) = the Stokes spectral vector at r 

flow in the direction p 

(4.3.1) 

representing the power 

K(p;p) = the4by4extinction matrix operator at r , referring to 

waves travelling in the p direction 

reo = albedo for single scattering, representing the ratio of the 

scattered energy to the energy lost through both scattering 

and absorption ( for an infinitesimal volume element of 

the medium), see also [IS]. 

P(p;p,p') =the phase matrix (cf.[ls]), giving the fraction of the 

power flow in p' direction that is scattered in the p direction. 

dOp' =an element of solid angle in the p'direction. 

Eq. 4.3.1 is a generalization of the classical transfer equation for a 

scattering and absorbing medium[2],[ls]. The generalization being apparent 

from the matrix form of the extinction coefficient 

In section 4 it is assumed that reo vanishes. In this case Eq.4.3. I 

reduces to the form of the transfer equation 4.1.10 . As a matter of fact, 

re does not vanish, but leads to the third term in the right hand side of o 
Eq.4.3.1 . This term represents the contribution due to scattering to the 

total variation of I in the p direction. In operator notation, we could write 

this term concisely as: 

(4.3.2) 

For our cases of interest m has a small value. The anisotropy of the medium 
o 

is slight, i.e. 

K = K 1 + n OK o ( n=l J (4.3.3) 

where the absolute values of the elements of OK are small compared to the 
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average extinction coefficient KO • It is now useful to apply a Born series 

representation of I to solve Eq.4.3.J, viz. 

00 00 

I(r;p) = I; I;nnreom]'(r;p:n,m) (4.3.4) 
n=O m=O 

substituting this form in Eq.4.3.J , and grouping the contributions 

proportional to equal powers of oro and n, the following systems of equations 

result: 

(p, grad) I{O, O} = -K [I{O,O} - S] , 
f 0 -1 --(p,grad)I{n,O} = -KO [I{n, O} KO OKI{n-1,O}] , (n~)J 

(4.3.5) 

(p, grad) I{ 0, 1} = -K [I{O,l} + ~ - R{I{O,O}}], ! 0 

(p,grad)I{O,m} = -K [I{O,m} - R{I{O,m-1}}] , (m;p 
0 

(4.3.6) 

and for nand m>l 

(p, grad)I{n, m} 
1 -

oK(i{n-l,m} -R{i{n-l,m-l}})] 

(4.3.7) 

where the notation i{n,m} =I{r;p:n,m} has been used. 

System Eq.4.3.5 corresponds with the transfer equation introduced in section 4; 

in fact,I{O,O} + I{l,O} represents the first order approximation mentioned 

in section 4.2. 

To complete the above group of equations , we must specify the boundary 

conditions. A natural choice is: 

- - - - - -
I(rboundry;P:O,O) = I(rboundry;pJ (4.3.8) 

"hUe 

- - -
I(rz,oundry;p:n,mJ = 0 (4.3.9) 

for all (n,m) 

Since re o 

"I (0,0) • 
1 = 

and KO OK 

follm,ing approximation: 

may be expected to be small, we still have the 

(4.3.10) 
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The first two terms on the right hand side of this equation have already 

been evaluated in section 4.2. I{O,l} is a solution of the following set 

of equations: 

where 

(4.3.11) 

(4.3.12) 

(4.3.13) 

He shall now calculate I{ O,l} for the following situation, illustrated by 

Fig.7 : 

I.the rain medium extends indefinitely in the horizontal direction 

and is enclosed below and above by the non-scattering ground and by clouds, 

respectively; the z direction is assumed parallel to the ~s plane; 

2.the rain medium is homogeneous ,i.e. K is independent of r; 
o 

3.the temperature T of the rain medium is constant and equal to the 

ground temperature; 

4. the ground is considered to be a black-body radiator; 

S .the clouds are assumed to be non-reflecting, the emission there being 

the totally unpolarized sky emission; 

6. the phase function is a Rayleigh phase functionrIS], and given 

by the following representation referring to a local spherical 

coordinate system: 

P = 3/8 (4.3.14) 

1 

In view of the assumed homogeneity of the medium only the first two 

components of the Stokes vector I{O,O}, I{O,l} and I{l,O} are 

expected to have values other than zero, so that only the correspond

ing 2 by2 part of the phase matrix given by Eq.4.3.14 is needed. 

(v,'I'} and (v' ,'I"} indicate the. p and p' directions respectively; the 

orthogonal linear polarizations have been taken along the meridian 

and longitudinal directions respectively. 

The solution of the first equation of system 4.3.S , corresponding to a known 
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situation at the boundary points, where r=r , reads o 

- - - -K p.(r-r J = I(r ;pJe a 0 o 

Substitution of this formula in Eq.4.3.11 yields the equation 

(4.3.15) 

(p. gradJI(r; p:O, 1J=-K
O

[I(P;P:O, 1 J-1141fjaflp ,~(r;p, p I J{ I(r o;pIJ-S}e -KoP' (p-p oJJ 
(4.3.16) 

where the relation 

has been applied ( S is independent of the direction pI ). 

In Eq. 4.315 we may so choose the boundary points r 0 that the inte

gral on the right hand side can be split into cwo terms: 

fdrl_ ..... = fdrl_ .... + 
pIp' 

fdrl_ .... 
pI 

ground cloud 

(4.3.17) 

(4.3.18) 

the first contribution refers to all boundary points on the ground, and van

ishes in view of the assumed black-body character of the ground, i. e. 

I(PoJ=S , while the second refers to 

ceiling. This latter contribution may be 

the boundary points 

approximated by 

on the cloud 

(4.3.19) 

since the intensity of the emission( sky) due to the clouds is usually 

much smaller than S 

Now, by taking 

and 

p = U z (4.4.20) 

(4.3.21) 
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and introducing 

II :: COSV , ~1' = COSV' , (4.4.22) 

we obtain the following expression for the solution of Eq. 4.3.16: 

I {O,l} 
Y g=L 

1 

-K {(L-z')+Z'Il/Il'} e 0 

(4.3.23) 

The difference between intensities in X and y polarizations, D,I=I -I , x y 
is given by the expression 

(4.3.24) 

where 

M{1,O} = I {l,O} - I {l,O} x y (4.3.25) 

represents the contribution to emission polarization due to the anisotropy 

and in our special case is given by the fOllowing explicit form:t 

M{1,O} (4.3.26) 

while 

~OM{O,l}= ~ [I {O,l} - I {O,l}] o x y 
(4.3.27) 

represents the contribution due to scattering; from Eq.4.3.23 we have 

re D,I{O,l} = 3/16 m (1-11 2 )yB (T) o 0 V 
(4.3.28) 

where 

L 1 
-K Lf: J y=e 0 dz' dll ' 

° ° 
(4.3.29) 

i- assuming¢o real 



A simple calculation shows that 

where 

If = l.lK L o 
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and where the exponential integral En(lf) is defined by[24]1 

Fig.8 shows y as a function of IT. 

(4.3.30) 

(4.3.31) 

The quotient T of ~ ~I{O,l} and ~I{l,O} is given by the expression 
o 

(4.3.33) 

where q represents the factor 

while So which is 

our rain path. 

(4.3.34) 

given by S = K L, represents the total damping along o 0 

For rain intensities and path lengths that cause ~{l,O} to become maximum, 

So is equal to one. In these cases T is given by the expression: 

(4.3.35) 

For 1.l~ and cos(2$o)=O.7 , we obtain the following values of ITI , when 

using the values of mo and q as given by[2] and[14] respectively; the rain 

intensity is assumed to be 25 mm/h 

10GHz 18 GHz 30GHz 

10% 24% 34% 
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4.4. The sun as a source of unpolari?ed emission 

Eq.4.2.12 gives the apparent temperature Te(Z,w) when Ii, T and Te(Zo'w) 

are known. Fora fixed observation point, these quantities still depend 

on the direction of U c~osen, so that we may appropriately write 
Z 

Eq.4.2.12 in the following form: 

= H(rl)T. ([J) + (:1 - H(,/,) }T(I")) 
-z-nc 

(4.4.1) 

Here a represents the ~olid angle indicating a special Uz direction, see 

Fig.9 , while T (I")) ,H(I")) ,T~n (I")) and T(I")) are defined to be equal _ e " c 
to T (z,w) ,H(z,z ;w) T (z ,w) and T respectively along the ral.n path 
eo' e 0 

in that special direction. 

If I") points to the empty sky, then T. will be the totally 
-z-nc 

unpolarized sky-emission temperature which is usually much lower 

than the atmospheric temperature T • If Q points to the surface 

of the sun, T. will be equal to the emission at the surface of 
-z-nc 

the sun T ,i.e. 
sun 

T(I")) = T (I")) 
sun 

(4.4.2) 

Since the intensity 

atmosphere, 6Te and 

of sun emission is much greater than that of the 
(x) 

Te should be much higher when observed in the sun 

direction than otherwise. 

The emission from the sun ( solar radio emission ) is known to 

be made up of three distinct components, originating from the quiet sun, 

from the bright regions, and from such transient phenomena as flares[2S] 

(i) the quiet sun component (B) is the residual radiation that 

occurs in the absence of localized sources on the sun, and is 

due to the thermal emission in the solar atmosphere. This 

component is totally unpolarized[2S] ; 

(ii) the slowly varying component (S) is the component originating 

from the bright regions, on the solar surface, and is also "hIP 1"" 

to tliermal emission; thls component is partiallypolarized, the 

polarized part being riglit or left circular[2S]. However, since 
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the sources of polarized radiation are confined to small areas, 

and it seems that right and left circular polarizations occur 

in the same amount,we may, for our practical purposes, consid

er the polarization of this S component to be random (totally 

unpolarized). Fig.l0,taken from [26], shows the intensity 

distribution at the surface of the sun on April 19, 1958; 

(iii) the radio bursts[26] generally associated with solar 

flares. At centimetre wavelengths the bursts are partially 

polarized. However, since bursts at these wavelengths 

last no longer than a few tenths of minutes, it will not be taken 

into further consideration. 

Fig.ll,taken from [26], show the intensity of the above components for 

some different wavelengths. 

These considerations show that an emission of the sun may be 

considered to be totally unpolarized, i.e. in the xy coordinate system 

(4.4.3) 

is the sum of the Band S intensities. where T sun 
The temperature difference T 

e = T -T ex ey 
and the component T (x) is 

e 
now given by the expressions: 

(4.4.4) 

(4.4.5) 

analogously to Eqs. 4.2.13 and 4.2.14. Since, as can be seen from Fig. II, 

T is of the order of thousands of degrees Kelvin, the value sun 
of AT and T(xl should be much larger when observed in the sun direction 

e e 
than otherwise. Further, because the sun subtends a small angle at the 

earths surface ( ca 0.60 [25]), the values of AT and T(x) in the 
e e 

direction of the sun will be much less influenced by contribu-

tionsfrom scattering effects than otherwise (cf. section4.3). 

It seems, therefore, that the sun might be a suitable radio source to 

measure the polarizing properties of the rain medium. An obvious 

disadvantage of this method is that a mechanism must be used to make the 

observing antenna follow the sun as this moves through the sky. 
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5. Determination of some parameters 

The above considerations suggest the possibility of using thermal-emission 

measurements for the evaluation of the XPL parameter. Also of interest is the 

number of rain-parameters, such as ~o' fo' ofo ' etc. that may be determined 

from such measurements. However, when determining the rain-parameters, 

experiments using radio signals are usually preferred. Another possibility is 

to use both systems, i.e. measurements of radio signals and thermal quantities 

are carried out simultaneously. 

In this chapter we shall deal with the problem described above. Some relation

ships between measurable quantities, which may be used to test the theory, are 

given. In this section, we shall not, however,consider the effects of inaccura

cies in the measured quantities (which undoubtedly will playa part in 

practical situations) on the feasibility of the experiments discussed. 

5.1. Monochromatic signals 

For monochromatic signals the modifica:ion along rain path ["'''0] is completely 

characterized by the evolution matrix F given in section 3, at least for plane 

waves. The field received at a special z level is related to the incident one 

at "0 

[

F ("," ;w) xx 0 

F (z," ;w) yx 0 

(5.1.1.) 

This equation shows that the trajectory ["0'''] of an idealized rainpath is 

sufficiently described by four complex quantities. In turn, the latter are 

related to the rain parameters f , of ,@ along the path [" '''l by the o 0·0 - a 
equations given in section 3, so that we may determine average values of some 

of the rain-parameters from the knowledge of the quantities F , F ,F ,F 
xx xy ux yy 

These four quantities may be determined experimentally by measuring the 

electric field strengths at " and "0 in two different modi, e.g. when the 

incident field is polarized in the x or in the y direction. 

If we know only the state of polarization of the incident field, the four 

matrix elements presented above can only be determined in relation to each other; 

no more than three complex numbers, viz. 
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P xy - F IF P - F IF P - F IF - xy xx' yx - yx xx' yy - yy xx' (5.1.2) 

can then be derived from measurements of Ex(z,w) and Ey(Z,w). Measurements 

in three different modi are then needed, as shown in [32]. 

For some rainpaths the approximative relation 

F ~ F xy yx (5.1.3) 

holds (section 3). In this case only two complex quantities are to be deter-

mined, viz. Pyy and p =p ; this requires measurements in two modi only. xy yx 

Let us consider a rain path in which only weak depolarization effects occur. 

According to section 3 the approximative relation (5.1.3) then holds, and the 

following approximations result for Pxy and Pyy: 

"foro sin(2CPoJ dz' + .... 
= ":;"1..:.+-:--l"'""f:.,....,o"'r-

o
-c-o....::S:...,("2""cp-o.)-d ... z--.-' --:+-.-.-.. -:::t. "foro sin(2CPo) dz', 

(5.1.4) 

The Eq. 5.1.4, and the explicit expression for sin(2cp ) and cos(2<P ) in 
00 

terms of the real quantities <PR and <P y ' lead to the further relations: 

I{1 
m 

R{1 
e 

= f[or 
f[er 

Reo sh + orI si ch]dz' 

si sh 
R orI co ch]dz' 

f[orR co ch + orI si sh]dz' 

f[or I co ch - orR si sh]dz' 

We shall next assume that the ratio nc = orriorR l.S 

rain path [ 14 ] . In this case Eq. 5.1.5 becomes 

Im{pxy} forR co sh dz' + nof orR si sh ds' 
= 

Re {Pxy} f orR si ch dz' - nCforR co ch dz' 

I{1 Pyy} forR co ch ds' + ncforR si sh m 
= • R 1 ncfor R co ch dz' 

f orR S1- sh 
e yy 

(5.1.5) 

a constant along the 

, 

(5.1.6) 

dz' 

dz' 
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Eq. 5.1.6 shows that if QI vanishes, and consequently also the quantity sh, 

the above quantities reduce to 

Im{P~} 
Re{pxy } 

= nc (5. 1. 7) 

I {l-p } 
-1 m ii.ii. 

R U p } = nc 
e yy 

(5.1.8) 

These relationships should provide some insight into the complex nature of the 

effective average canting angle ¢o. 

5.2. The effective temperature 

According to Eq. 4.2.13 the effective temperature T (z,w) at z depends on 
e 

the eff:ctive te:perature incident at zo' before=it, 

matrix H. Since H is related to the elements of F,we 

on T and on the evolution 

expect that measurements 

of the effective antenna temperatures may yield some information on the 

elements 

is shown 

H = 

F , F , F , and F • The connection between H xx yy xy yx 
by the following representation which refers the 

IF [2 IF 12 R {F F *} 
xx xy e XX yx 

IF 12 
yx 

IF [2 
yy 

R {F F *} 
e yy yx 

2R {F F *} 
e xx yx 

2R {F F *} 
e xy yy 

[R {F F * +F . e xx yy 
F *} 

xy yx 

-2I {F F *} 
m xx yx 

-2I {F F *} 
m xy yy 

-I {F F * -F F *} 
m xx yy xy yx 

and the elements of F 
xy coordinate system: 

I {F F *} 
m xx xy 

I {F F *} 
m yy yx 

I {F F * +F F *} 
m XX yy xy yx 

R {F F * -F F *} 
e xx yy xy :>:r 

(5.2.1) 

This equation may be arrived at 

by substituting Eq. 3.2.13 in the definition for the Stokes spectral vector 

applied to monochromatic signals. With the aid of this expression and Eq. 4.2.13 

we may now derive the following explicit values of the elements of the effective 

temperature vector T : 
e 
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T (x) = 2R {F F * + F F *}(T-T. ), 
e e xx yx xy yy 1-ne 

T (y) = 0 
e 

(5.2.2) 

Eq. 5.2.2 is not very useful in its most general form owing to the fact that its 

right hand side contains more unknown quantities (the four complex elements of 

F, together with T) than equations. However, Eq. 5.2.2 reduces to the following 

form when the simplifications introduced in subsections 3.2 and 5.1 hold, and 

second-order terms are neglected, 

T (x)= 41F 12 R {P21}(T-T. ) 
e xx e 1-ne 

T (y) = 0 
e 

These relations can further be worked out to 

2 
T = T - IF I (T-T. ), 

ex xx 1-ne 

T = T - IF 1
2

[1-R {for eOB(2~) dz'}] (T-T. ), 
ey xx e 0 0 1-ne 

T (xl = 
e 

T (yJ = 
e 

21F 12 R {for Bin(2~) dz'}(T-T. l, = e 0 0 ~e 

o . 

(5.2.3) 

(5.2.4) 

The following rain parameters may be calculated from these equations (see 

section A6) 

(5.2.5) 
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{T-T } -1 , 
ex 

R {far s1:n(2<\» dz'} = -\; T (X){T_T }-1 
e 0 0 e ex 

(5.2.6) 

(5.2.7) 

5.3. Simultaneous measurements on a monochromatic signal and the effective 

temperatures (theory) 

From subsection 5.2. we infer that the knowledge of the state of polarization 

of the incident monochromatic signals requires, in the case of weak depola

rization effects, (necessary and sufficient) measurements in two different 

polarization modi in order to determine the quantities p and xy 
Performing temperature measurements, as proposed in subsection 

Pyy' 
5.2. , it is 

only possible to determine the quantities R {p } and R {p }, together with e xy e yy 
the attenuation factor S. 

Let us next consider the case of simultaneous measurements, concerning mono

chromatic signals as well as effective temperatures. This combination is 

useful in view of the relations, shown below, between the XPL parameters and 

the thermal emission temperatures. 

Comparing Eq. 5.1.4 with 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 we expect the validity of the 

following relations: 

R {p } = ~ T (x){T_T }-1 
e xy e ex' 

(5.3.1) 

- -1 R {p -1} = ~ 6T {T-T } e yy e ex , (5.3.2) 

Analoguous general relations for I {p } and I {p -1} cannot be derived. 
m xy m yy 

Howeve~ for special cases outlined below, it proves to be possible to find 

approximative relationships connecting the latter two quantities to some 

thermal emission parameters. We assume the validity of the relation 

orI = I1c orR (5.3.3) 

and 

orR = q r R (5.3.4) 

where 11 and q must be independent of z throughout the rain path. In reality c . 
11 and q are slightly dependent on the rain intensity; see Figs. 12 and 13 

c 
showing the theoretical value of qand 11 respectively (taken from [14]). 

c 
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The special circumstances admitting simplifications are the following 

(1) If till vanishes, we have (see Eqs. 5.1. 7 and 5.1. 8) 

(5.3.5) 

-1 I {p -1} = n R {p -1} 
m yy c e yy 

(5.3.6) 

while the following inequality also holds (see section A 7) 

(5.3.7) 

(2) If <Po is constant throughout the rain path, the following equations are 

applicable (see section A 8) 

I {p } m xy 

I {l-p } 
m yy 

(5.3.8) 

(5.3.9) 

(3) If <PI vanishes while <PR is constant throughout the rain path, we have 

(5.3.10) 

The above considerations are summarized in the validity of the equations listed 

below, provided that the rain path conditions symbolized in the left hand side 

are real ized: 

V [Eqs. 5.2.5, 5.3.1, 5.3.2], 
rpEV 

(5.3.11) 
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v [Eqs. 5.3.8, 5.3.9], rpEc (5.3.12) 

V N [Eqs. 5.3.5, 5.3.6, 5.3.7] , 
rpE [ 

(5.3.13) 

(5.3.14) 

rp symbolizes a specific rain path with parameters 

~o(rpJ, ofo(rpJ, etc.; 

V is the ensemble of all rain paths compatible 

with our model (axisymmetric raindrops, weak 

depolarizations, etc.); 

C is the ensemble of those elements of V for which 

~o is constant throughout the rain path. 

N[ is the ensemble of those elements of V for 

which ~ vanishes. 
I 
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6. Methods of measurements; a polarization modulator using a rotating phase

shifting plate in a circular waveguide 

Instruments that measure the four Stokes parameters are called polarimeters. 

A sub-class of polarimeters, suited for high-frequency applications, are the 

set of these instruments using the principle of polarization modulation. 

In such a system a phase or amplitude modulation, which is different for 

different polarizations, is induced on to the incoming signal. A suitable 

polarization component of the thus modulated signal is then isolated by an 

analyzer. The low frequency Power of this component should contain harmonics, 

with frequencies which are multiples of the modulation frequency ¥o. 

The amplitudes of these harmonics are functions of the required Stokes parame

ters, and in some cases complete recovery of the latter may be obtained. 

In this section we shall present some theoletical considerations concern

ing a polarimeter using a modulator with a rotating phase-shifting plate in 

a circular waveguide. For a more general theoretical analysis of polarization 

modulators the reader is referred to the work of G.B. Gel'freikh[27], while 

technical descriptions of some polarimeters have been presented by several 

authors[28]-[31]. 

6.1. The ideal situation 

The situation is as illustrated by Fig.12 .Here the receiver ,e.g. a Dicke 

radiometer, measures the power of the output of the analyzer.The antenna 

converts the incident wave E U into a wave A E (01[1 in the antenna feed, 
x x a x 

E ( 
x 

E/ 
inc 

Antenna 
z 

~) 
Antenna. 

ident 
field z==O 

-
V 

Feed 

while E U produces A E (01[2 
y y 0 y 

viz. 

-
W P 

Modulator alyzer Receiver r-+ 
Fig.14 

f- f- are unit field modi.of the antenna feed 
l' 2 

(6.1.1) 

where the brackets < > symbolyzes integration over the transverse plane in 

the feed. For an ideal antenna we shall consider f to be perpendicular 
'1 
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(6. I .2) 

The total wave V delivered by the antenna feed is given by the expression: 

(6.1.3) 

This wave is transformed linearly by the modulator to the wave W, so as to 

yield 

w = Mv (6.1.4) 

where M represents a linear operator. 

The modulator consists of a phase-shifting plate which is ro£ated 

at a frequency ~ in a circular waveguide. Ideally, the operator M re-
o 

ferring to this modulator should have mutually orthogonal eigenvectors f n1 , 

!n2' kn£wn as the normal modi[271. With respect to these unit vectors as 

bases, M has the normal representation: 

M nlnl 

o 

o 

M n2n2 

(6.1.5) 

where Mn1n1 and Mn2n2 are the usually complex quantities 

M nlnl 

M n2n2 

(6.1.6) 

(6.1.7) 

with T 1 , T2 , ~l and ~2 real. The phase-shifting plate causes the quantity 

~=~1-~2 to have a significant constant value. IdeallY,A=t(T
1
-T2) , represen

ting the difference of absorption of the fn1 and fn2 modi in the modulator, 

should vanish. 

The rotary movement of the phase-shifting plate implies that f- f n1' . n2 
should be connected to the base system f

1
,f

2 
by a rotary transform contain-
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ing the angle X=¥ot. We assume the following relation: 

coax ainx f1 

(6.1.8) 

-ainx 

The representation of Eq.6.1.4 in the [1'[2 base system may now be derived 

with the aid of the above relation. This results in the following expres

sion: 

coax -sinX Mn1n1 

"' ainx cosx 0 

(1 

M n2n2 

coax ainx V1 

(6.1.9) 

-ainx coax V2 

The analyzer, again ideally, transmits only the "'1f1 mode of the in

coming", wave to the receiver. For a certain bandwidth, the latter measures 

the power Po of "'1 

( cf section A9): 

its low-frequency component is given by the expression 

P = L: {p 2 sin(2n'l' t)+ 
o n=O,l,2 a, n 0 

-T P 2 cos(2n'l' t)}e c, n 0 

"here T=.Ji(T 1+T 21, while the other coefficients are as follows: 

P = 0 
a,O 

P = .JiV+~6V{coshA+cos~} c,O 

P = -.Ji{V-~V}ainhA c,2 

Pc 4 = ~~V{coshA-cos~} , 

(6.1.10) 

(6.1.11) 



6V, V are given by 

(6.1.12) 

(1) V(2) . while Vl , V2, V, are the Stokes parameters associated w~th v1 , v2 . 

From the above equations we see that detection of the cos4~ot and the 
(1J 

sin4~ot components, may lead to a determination of 6V and V . The d.c. 

and sin2~ot components contain information on V and V(2J respectively; 

however, for our cases of interests the latter is only of minor importance 

since it is expected to vanish (cf. section 4.2). 

In actual practice the analyzer also admits a certain crosspolar component 

to the receiver, so in this case it is the power pI of o 

that is measured by the receiver; b is complex with Ibl«l. 
The power p; measured by the receiver is now given by the expression (cf sec

tion A.9 ) 

pI = ~ {PI 2 sin(2n~ tJ + pI 2 cos{2n~ t)}e-T 
o -0 1 2 s, n 0 c, n 0 n- ~ J 

(6.1.13) 

where, ·neglecting of the unimportant second order terms Ibl: we have the 

following approximations 

pI 
s.o = 0 

pI 
c,o = P c,o + 

(1) 
~V (coshA+cos~}bR + 

(2} 
V cos(~}bI 

pI 
s,2 = P s,2 - Vsinh{AJbR - 6Vsin{~JbI 

(6.1.14) 
pI = P c,2 c,2 l2}sin(~lbR + v(1 J sin{ ~}b I 

pI = s,4 P s,4 + ~ V{coshA-cos~JbR 

pI P (1J 
= - ~V {coshA-cos~JbR c,4 c,4 

where bR=Re{bl, bI=Im{bJ 
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The amplitudes of the sin(40/ t) and cos(40/ tJ components, are now linear 
o 0 

combinations of V, V(lJ , so that the determination of them demands 

either the knowledge of the value of bR, or that bR should be sufficiently 

small to admit of valid approximations, viz. 

(6.1.15) 

For the determination of V, the errors introduced by bR and bI should be 

negligible, since 

(6.1.16) 

in accordance with the assumed weakness of the polarization degree of the 

emission. 

6.2. Non ideal-modulator 

In the previous section it was assumed that a set of orthogonal modi may 

be found which diagonalizes the matrix operator M. When dealing with a prac

tical phase-shifter we must assume that a certain degree of interaction 

between orthogonal modi will always be induced by it. This property is 

manifest in the non-diagonal character of the M matrix for all orthogonal 

bases, in other word, the eigenvectors of M are not mutually 

orthogonal. Therefore, Eq.6.1.9 will now be replaced by the following 

one: 

1;)1 cosx -sinX M nlnl M nln2 cosX sinX V1 

= .(6.2.1) 

1;)2 sinX cosX M n2n1 M n2n2 -sinX cosX V2 

However, we shall assume that the deviation from orthogonality of the phase-

shifter, in the above sense, is small, viz. 

(6.2.2) 
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Eq.6.2.1 may be related to the ideal situation hy expressing it in the 

following form: 

(JOSX -sinx 

= 

sinx (JOSX 

where 

M nlnl 

o 

o 

here the matrix elements are as follows: 

(JOSX sinx 

-sinx (JosX 

v ' 1 

v ' 2 

where Zl,and Z2 are related to the M'S by the equations: 

Z '--{M M - M M-1 } 
2 = ~ nln2 nlnl n2nl n2n2 

(6.2.3) 

(6.2.4) 

(6.2.5) 

(6.2.6) 

From Eq.6.2.3 we see that the non-ideal modulator may be considered to 

function as an ideal modulator provided that the input signal is changed 

as in Eq.6.2.4. This means that referring to V1 ', V
2

' , in Eqs. 6.1.10 and 

6.1.11 we must replace the Stokes parameters there appearing by the Stokes 

parameters V~ 

V' is related to V by an expression of the form: 

(6.2.7) 

the Stokes vectors A, B, C, D are homogeneous in the g's, and may be 
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delivered from Eq.6.2.4. 

As observed in the previous sections the expected degree of pola

rization should be small, and since the absolute values of the g's are 

also assumed to be small, the following approximation of V' should hold: 

V' = V + VA (6.2.8) 

Some calculation ( section A.10) shows that A is given by the follow

ing representation referring to the 1
1
,1

2 
base system: 

A Ill12+ll212 

M -2l1Rsin(2X)+2(lllZ)Rcos(2X) 
A -

A (1) = (6.2.9) 
+2l1Rcos(2X)+2(lll2)Rsin(2x) 

A (2) 
2l2I 

where the indices R and I denote real and imaginary parts of a complex 

quantity. 

By replacing the Sto~ es parameters, occurring in Eqs. 6. I. 13 and 6. I. 14, 

by the Stokes parameters V' given in Eqs.6.2.8 and 6.2.9,the power 

Ph of the receiver ( including the effect of the analyzer cross-polari

zation ) is obtained: 

where 

P to = 0 
$, 

P t2 sin(2n~ t) + P t2 cos(2n~ tJ}e-T 
s" n 0 c" n 0 

Pc;o = Pc:o + vj ~(lllI2+ll212)cO$hA+(lll2)RsinhA + 

+2( l2~O$~ + llr"in~ )bI I 

Ps ;2 = PS: 2 + V{ llr"in~ - llRcos~ + 

, (6.2.10) 

(6.2.1I) 

+[2( l i;; RcoshA - (lllI2+ll212}sinhA]bR I , 
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P .f. = P I 
I s,4 s,4 

p .>. = p I 

c,4 c,4 

The above equations show that the amplitudes of the sin(4o/ t) and the 
o 

cos(4o/ t) 
o components, are not affected by the non-orthogonality of 

the normal modi of the modulator. Furthermore, the errors introduced 

in the d. c. component are of second order in the [' sand b' s and are 

therefore unimportant. 

6.3. Effect of antenna cross-polarization 

In section 6.1 it was assumed that Ex and Ey induce mutually orthogonal 

fields in the antenna feed. In reality, owing to the asymmetric 

structure of the antenna reflector, (the supports remain present), 

orthogonality will be lost. The relation between V
1
'V 2 and Ex,Ey should 

now be of the following type: 

(6.3.1) 

the coefficients all,a12,a21 should be such that the eigenvectors of the 

above matrix are not mutually orthogonal.We shall assume, however, slight 

departures from orthogonality, i.e. 

(6.3.2) 

The Stokes vector V is now no longer proportional to the Stokes 

vector I associated with the incident wave E ,E . From Eq.6.3.1 we can 
x y 

show that V is related to I through an expression similar to Eq.6.2.7. 

As in the previous section, we arrive at the following 

approximation ( neglecting the factor IAol2 ) 

V = I + IQ (6.3.3) 
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where q is given by the following representation referring to the fl,f2 

base system: 

Q lallI2+~(la1212+la2112) 

.... 6Q 2Reall + ~(la1212-la2112) 
Q 

Q(]) = (6.3.4) 
Re{(1+al1)a21+(1-al1)a12} 

Q(2) ~Im{(1+al1)a21+(1-ail)a12} 

(]) 
From the above equations we see that the values of 6V. and V may be 

significantly different from those of LI and i 1) respectively, 

LV = LI + I{2Rean + ~(la1212-la2lI2)} 

Vel) = I(l) + I Re{(1+all)a2l+(1-al1)a12} 
(6.3.5) 

the second terms on 

the errors obtained 

respectively. 

the right 

if LV and 

hand side of 
(1) 

V are used 

the above equations represent 
(]) 

as measures of LI and I 

To facilitate further analysis we shall ignore the second order 

terms in Eq.6.3.4 • The errors obtained in Eq.6.3.5 are much smaller 

than the parameters looked for if 

12Realll«ILI/II (6.3.6) 

in the case of measuring 6I, and 

(6.3.7) 

. h f . I( 1) 1n t e case 0 measur1ng 

The factors 2Reall and Re(a12+a 21J can be expressed approximatively as 

functions of the gains for x and y polarizations, viz. G ,G , and the gains 
x y 

for linear polarizations in the rr/4 and Jrr/4 directions, viz.G ,G 7 , 
rr "rr 

respectively as follows 4 ~ 

" 
y 

3rr/4 (6.3.8) 
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By substituting these expressions in Eqs.6.3.6 and 6.3.~ we obtain the 

following constraints on the antenna characteristics: 

(6.3.9) 

and 

(6.3.10) 

From the analysis in section 4 we may expect 16I/II to have the numeri

cal value of about 4%, while from a consideration given by [14] we are 

I (]) I led to a value of about 0.5% for I /I, so that Eqs.6.3.9 and 6.3.10 

lead to the numerical limits: 

and 

Ic C
3 

-1 1«10-2 
'TT 'TT 

44 

(6.3.11) 

(6.3.12) 

From the above considerations it follows that one way to secure 

sufficient measurement accuracy is by using an antenna that is compa

tible with the constraints Eq.6.3.11 and 6.3.12 • However, since the 
( 1) 

factors ~Q and Q are expected to be statically dependent on the 

physical antenna configurations, we may from a knowledge of their 

numerical values and the value of I find the necessary corrections of 

the values of 6V and V(lJ to obtain 6I and I(lJ. The inverse of Eq. 

6.3.5 delivers 

6I= ~V - 6Q I (6.3.13) 

I(l}= V(11 _ Q(lJ I (6.3.14) 
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7. Conclusions 

The average effective canting angle ~ , introduced in this paper, proves to o 
be an important quantity in the theory concerning depolarization by rain. 

A dependence of the raindrop orientations on their sizes leads in general 

to a <:omplexvalue of the quantity <1>0. The occurrence of raindrops with dif

ferent shapes may also produce this effect. 

The determination of the average effective canting angle <1>0 is useful since 

the cross-polarization parameter depends on it. However, because of lack 

of information on the statistics of raindrop orientations it is not yet 

possible to obtain a reliable value of quantity <1>0. The statistics of <1>0 

along the rainpath are needed as well. Thus Eq.~2.18.shows that XPL will 

be reduced considerably, compared to the case of homogeneous rain XPL, when 

<1>0 is known to alternate randomly between positive and negative values (while 

of is constant). In this context it is worth mentioning that a model o 
explaining the canting of the individual raindrops has recently been put for-

ward by Brussaard [9]. In this model the gradient of wind velocity has been 

shown to be important to the development of the canting in question. 

The effect of thermal emission has been described by the Stokes spectral 

parameters. It was shown that the propagation of these parameters through 

the rain medium is governed by an equation constituting an extension of the 

classical transfer equation for the non-scattering media. According to the 

solution of this equation the thermal emission due to rain may be slightly 

polarized. 

Further, it appears that measurements of thermal emission may be used to 

calculate the values of the cross-polarization parameter, at least when some 

special condil:i:ons are sati:sfi:ed. 
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A. I. Derivation of the eigenvectors MA_,_MB and of the eigenvalues rA_,_r B 

To obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix operator r, we give 

the eigenvalue equations for r with respect to the bases U
x

' U y 

r 
xY 

(A. I. I) 

A necessary condition for the consistency of the two equations contained in 

Eq. A.I.I is the vanishing of their determinant, that is 

r2 - {r + r }r + r r - r r = o. 
xx yy = yy xy yx 

The solution of this equation yields two eigenvalues rAand rB, viz. 

r A = -Hr + r } + -Hr - r } ~ 1 + 112 
B xx YY- xx YY 

in which 

2 r 
11 = -=--...:x~Y~ r -r xx yy 

(A. 1.2) 

(A.I.3) 

(A.l.4) 

The eigenvectors are next obtained by substituting the values of r A and r B 

in Eq. A.l.l, and by subsequently solving M and M from 
x Y 

.}-{r _ r }[1 = YY 
11 

Eq. A.l.S leads to eigenvectors proportional to: 

{ -1 + 1 

~ 

1 
1-~= } 
~ 

11 } 

'~ 
Next, we define ~o by the equation 

(A. 1.5) 

(A.l.6) 



tan(2q, ) = 11 , o 

the substituting of which in 
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Eq. A.I.6 results in 

We proceed to the corresponding normalized vectors, viz. 

in which 

D = Icosq, 12 + Isinq, 12 o 0 

The explicit expressions for r Aand r B are obtained by passing from 

(A. I. 7) 

(A.I.8) 

(A.I.9) 

(A.1.ID) 

the representation of the r matrix to the Ux,Uy bases to that with respect 

to the bases MA,MB. Hence: 

sinq, 0]· 
cos0

0 

(r r] [eOSdJ -sinq, ] xx XV ·0 0 

, 
r f sinq, eosq, 
yx yy 0 0 

(A.I.II) 

giving 

fA rxx eos2q, + r . 2 r sin2cjJo = S1-n cjJo + , 
0 yy xy 

(A.1.12) 

r = r . 2 
+ r 2 - r sin2q,0 S1-n cjJ cos cjJ . 

B XX 0 yy 0 xy 

The combination of this result with the Eq. 3.1.32 yields the Eq. 3.1.35. 
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A.2. Dipole approximation of the raindrop scattering mechanisms 

The basic idea underlying this approximation is the assumption that the 

primary field induces in each raindrop a dipole moment; that moment generates 

the secondary field. 

The relation between the dipole moment a and the primary incident field Fine 

should be linear according to 

a=qFWC 
(A.2.l) 

q being a 3 by :3 matrix operator. q may be given by the following representation 

a z AZ 0 0 E inc 
Z 

am = 0 A 0 E inc (A.2.2) m m 

a 0 0 A E inc 
n n n 

-referring to its own eigenvectors, say, 1, m, n,(with their corresponding 

eigenvalues A., A , A ). 
& m n 

In view of the axial symmetry of the raindrops, symmetry considerations involve 

that two of the eigenvalues, say, 

eigenvector n 

AZ,Am are equal, while the third 

directed along the symmetry axis. The two An' corresponds to an 

other eigenvectors I and m are situated in a plane perpendicular to the 

other (see Fig. A.2.l). symmetry axis, and may be taken orthogonal to each 

z By introducing the transform which 

I, -
connects the m, n bases with the 

U , U , U bases,we obtain from x y z y relation A.2.l the fo llowing 

S representation referring to the xy'" 

coordinate system: 

a 1 0 0 AZ 0 0 1 0 0 E inc 
x x 

(J.y =; 0 cosS sinS 0 AZ 0 0 cose -sinS E inc (A.2.3) 
y 

(J. 0 -sine cosS 0 0 I. 0 sinS cose E inc 

'" n '" 
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This can be worked out to 

a A
Z 

0 0 E inc 
x x 

ay = 0 AZCOs
2

8+Ansin
2

8 (A _A ) sin28 E inc (A.2.4) 
n Z 2 Y 

az 0 (\ _\ ]sin28 
n Z 2 \Zsin

2
8+AncOS

2 E inc 
z 

Let us now consider a primary TE field (E = 0), propagating in the z-direction z 
incident upon the axisymmetric raindrop situated as in to Fig. A.2.1. 

According to the classical theory (cf.[15]) the forward scattered field genera

ted by the dipole is given by 

E scat 
ax 

A E inc 
x Z x 

E scat C C {AZcos 
2 + A sin

2
8} E 

inc 
(A.2.5) = a = y y n y 

0 0 0 

where the proportionality constant C is to be determined by the following 

considerations. We shall require that for 8 = i Eq.A.2.5 should give the 

same field as Eq. 2.12. We thus obtain the equation 

CAz 
E inc 

k 2 
-jk R 

s/ 
(i) 1T 

0 E inc 
0 (1"':p0)] x e x 

= 0 (A.2.6) 
E inc 

21TR (i) 1T E inc CA 0 s// (1"'2,0) n y y 

This relation can only hold for all values of E inc and E inc if we take x y 

(i) 1T k 2 
-jk R 

CAZ 
0 

= s/ (1"'2,0)] e , 
0 

21TR 
(A.2.7) 

(i) 1T k 2 
-jk R 

CA 0 = s// (1"'2,0)) e 
n 0 

21TR 
(A.2.8) 

Substitution of these formulas in Eq. A.2.5 yields the following approximations 
(i) (i) 

of S// (1",8,0)) and S/ (1",8,0)) 

.. 
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(A.2.9) 

(A.2.10) 

Using these expressions we then obtain the phas'ors given by Eqs. 3.1.39 and 

3. 1 .40. 
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A.3. Derivation of the W matrix 

The representation of r with respect to the bases U , 
- "' its diagonal representation with respect to MA,MB 

rotation given by Eq. 3.1.33, viz. 

= . 0 

[

cosq, 

r = 
sinq, o 

or worked out 

U may be related to 
y 

through the complex 

(A.3.1) 

2 r . 2 ,i," 1 [, cos q, + BS1-n q, 0 {rA-r B} 

'r~"'" 
0 

r = sin2q,0 (A.3.2) 

{rA-rB 
r . 2 
Asm q,o + 

2 

Introducing the quantities 

we may put Eq. 3.2. in the form 

+sin{2q,) 1 
-cos{2q, } 

a 

(A.3.3) 

= 
By comparing this form with that of Eq. 3.2.2 we arrive at Eq. 3.2.4 for W. 
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A.4. An estimation of the complexity of "'0 

\'e shall consider a special situation characterized by the following 

circumstances: 

(i) propagation and wind direction are both horizontal and perpendicular to 

each other; they can thus be taken along the z and y axis respectively 

(Fig. A.4.1). / z x 

windflow 
I/ __ -==~~~-"- y 

/ 

horizontal 
Fig. A.4.1. 

x 

---..... ' ----4. ,I 
----J.! /' 
--+ ' ... - / , 

Fig. A. 4. 2. 

I 
, U laminar 

windflow 

y 

Moreover the windflow U is assumed to be linear. increasing with the vertical 

coordinate x, with a constant gradient a, i.e. 

U = a x (x ~ 0) (A.4.1) 

(ii) The drop distribution (referring to 1') is given by the Marshall-Palmer 

expression (cf.[l]): 

N = No e -2/lr 

with 

It 4.1 -0.21 -1 = x p mm 

(p in nun/hr • l' in nun. N o 

(A.4.2) 

(A.4.3) 

-3 -1 = 8000 m mm ). 

(iii) The terminal speed V (in vertical direction) of the falling drops is given 

by 

-ar VCr) = V {l-e } 
o (A.4.4) 

Referring to a figure given by Medhurst [4] we assume the representative 

parameter values 

V = 9.14 mls 
o ' 

a -1 
= 0.4 111m 

(A.4.5) 



iv) The canting angle <PM of each raindrop is given by the Brussaard formula 

[ 19] : 

tan <PM = aV/g 

where g is the gravitational acceleration. 

We then have 

= 2aV/g 

1+(2aV/g)2 

1 
cos (2<PM) = 2 

1+ (2aV/g) 

According to these data the density distribution has the form 

Nf(r,<p,8) 

(A.4.6) 

(A.4.7) 

(A.4.8) 

(A.4.9) 

Substituting this expression in Eq. 3.1.36 leads to the following expression 

for tan(2<P
o
): 

(A.4.10) 

In special cases 12aV/gl«1 holds, so that with the aid of Eqs. A.4.4, 

A.4.7 and A.4.8 we arrive at 

(A.4.11) 

The quantity )F dr No e-2Ar~s(r,i) represents the complex differential

attenuation coefficient in the case of equioriented drops, i. e. 

The related quantity jF dr No e-2(A~)r~s(r,i) may be written as 
o 

(A.4.12) 
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where the effective rain intensity p' is defined by 

4.1 p,-0.21 

or by 

-0.21 
= 4.1 P 

p 

a 
+ -

2 

P I = ---"--:1--,0""" . ...,2:71 
[l+2"4.1 P ]0.21 

This leads to the relation: 

(A.4.13) 

(A.4.14) 

(A.4.15) 

(A.4.16) 

As an example we consider the case when p = 50 mm/h , then from Eq. A.4.15 

we obtain the value p' = 25 mm/h. For or we use the figures given by Chu [14] 
00 

of [50] = 0.078 + j 0.105, 
00 

of
oO

[25] = 0.032 + j 0.050 

In defining 2aVo/g = ¢oo' we obtain 

or 

t (2~) ~ [1 0.032 + ~ 0.050] 
an "'0 = "'00 - 0.078 + J 0.105 

tan(2¢ ) = ¢ [0.47 - jO.OB] o 00 

(A.4. 17) 

(A.4. 18) 

(A.4.19) 

(A.4.20) 

Since ¢oo is generally small, the imaginary part of tan(2¢o) is not very 

important. We may presume, therefore, that ¢ is real. 
o 
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. aIT'_ 
A.5. The express10n ~ - -K IT~ 

The components of Eq. 3.1.29 with respect to the Up,U
q 

base read 

-r E - r E pp T'p pq T'q (A. 5.1) 

-
-rqp ET,p - rqq ET'q (A.5.2) 

Substituting the above equations 1n the derivatives 

a aET ,* aE * 
( p) - * + E ( T 'p) az (ET , ET , ) = ET,p P - P az T'p az (A.5.3) 

a * 
aET , aE * 

az (ET 'pET 'q) = ( p) ET'~ + E ( T 'q) az T'p az (A.5.4) 

gives 

--* * _ ..... * * "'-* 2Re(r )ET , ET , +Re(r )2Re(ET , ET , )-I (r }J2I (E
T

, E
T

, ) pp pp pq pqmpqm pq' 

(A.5.5) 

(A.5.6) 

Combining these relations with the definition for the "truncated" Stokes 

parameters we arrive at Eq. 4.1.16 with the following explicit expression: 

IT,p 2Ren } 0 Ren } I {r } IT,p pp pq m pq 

IT'q 0 2Ren } qq Ren } qp -I n } m qp IT'q 
= 

a (p) (p) az IT' 2Ren } 2Re{r } Re{r +r } I {r +r } IT' qp pq pp qq m pp qq 

IT' 
(q) -2I {r } -2I {r } -I {r +r }Re{r +r } IT' 

( q) 
m pq m pq m pp qq pp qq 

(A.5.l) 
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By taking p and q to refer to the components of E with respect to the 

normalized eigenvectors lJA,MB we see that Eqs. 4.1.17 and 4.1.18 follow. 

By substituting the presentation of r as given by Eq.A.3.3 we may define the 

following expression for the extinction coefficient matrix: 

= 
K = Ko 1 + Re{a cos(2~) + 0 sin(2~ )}; cos 0 

(A.S.8) 

here the "average extinction coefficient" K equals the sum of the real o 
parts of the complex attenuation coefficient for the two principal 

polarizations, i.e. 

K = Re{rA + rB} (A.S.9) 
0 

= = I is the unit matrix, while the two matrices o and 0 have the following c s 
representation in the :::y coordinate system: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~i 

0 -1 0 0 0 0 ~ ~i 
= A = 0 = 8r 0 o ;8r , (A.S.IO) c s 0 

0 0 0 -i 1 1 0 0 

0 0 i 0 -i i 0 0 
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A.6. Derivation of Eq. 5.2.5, 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 

From Eq. 5.2.4 it follows that 

o 

IF 1
6 = (T-T J/(T-T. J, x.r ax 1-nc (A. 6.!) 

and also that 

R {for cos(2¢ Jdz'} = ;'(T -T J/ rlF 1
2 (T-T. J] 

e 0 0 ay ax xx 1-nc (A.6.2) 

R {for sin(2¢ Jdz'} =;'T (x) /[fF 1
2 (T-T. )] 

e 0 0 a xx -z-nc (A.6.3) 

By substitution of Eq. A.6.! and Eq. A.6.2 we obtain Eqs. 5.2.6 and 5.2.7. 

From subsection 3.2 we know that Fxx may be approximated by 

F = e -Y[l + ;,for cos(2¢ Jdz'] 
xx 0 0 (A.6.4) 

This equation leads to the following approximation: 

IF 1
2

"" e -13[1 + R {for cos (2q,o)dz ' + ... J xx e 0 (A.6.S) 

so that 

e -13 "" IF 1
2

[1-R {for cos(2<jJ Jdz' + ... ] xx e 0 0 (A.6.6) 

By substituting in this expression Eqs. A.6.! and 5.2.6 we obtain the form 

for e-S as given by Eq. 5.2.5. 
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A.7. The inequalities Eq. 5.3.7 and 5.3.10 

If ~I is assumed to vanish, Eqs. 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 reduce to 

Z 

= 2(T-T } f ax 
Zo 

Z 
T (x) 

a = 2(T-Tax} f orR(z'} sin 2~R(z')dz' 
Z o 

These two relations yield the equation 

Z 

(A.7.1) 

f dz'dz"8r (z')cos2[~ (z")-~ (z'J]or (z") 
z R R R R 

o 
(A.7.2) 

Since orR(z') > 0 and Icos~1 < 1, we may conclude that 

(A.7.3) 

where the equal sign only holds if ~R is constant throughout the integration 

path. 

Finally, applying the theoretical relations (5.3.3), (5.3.4) and the definition 

for S, we arrive at Eq. 5.3.7 and Eq. 5.3.10. 
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A.S. Derivation of Eqs. 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 

Let ¢o be constant throughout the rainpath. Further, the theoretical 

relations given by Eqs. 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, viz., 

are assumed to hold. 

bT and T (x) may then be represented by 
a a 

as may be verified with the aid of the Eqs. 5.2.6 and 5.2.7. 

(A.S.]) 

(A.S.2) 

(A.8.3) 

The integral containing orR may be related to S = l 2rR dz' through Eq. 

A. 8. ] , giving 

for R dz' = .lfqS (A.S.4) 

Let Dl and D2 be defined by: 

Dl = bT /[qS(T-T )] , 
a aX (A.8.5) 

D2 = T (x) /[ S(T-T )] a q ax , (A.8.6) 

so that the Eqs. A.8.2 and A.8.3 reduce to 

co ch + nc si sh = Dl ' 

(A.8.7) 

These expressions together with the relations 

2 .2 1 co + 81,. = ~ 

(A.8.8) 
2 2 ch - sh = 1 , 

yield the values of co, si, ch and sh, which in turn may be used to calculate 
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Im{Pxy } and I {1-p }. 
m yy 

We shall first determine eh and sh. From Eq. A.B.7 we derive 

2 eh2 + 211 si sh co eh + 
2 .2 h2 D 2 co lle S1- S = , 

e 1 

.2 h2 
211 si eh co sh + 

2 2 sh2 D 2 S1- e - lle co = , e 2 

which, when added, results in: 

l,Tith the aid of Eq. A. B. B we then find: 

eh = + 

(A.B.9) 

the plus sign of the square root should be used for eh, while the sign of 

sh is left open. 

To obtain next co and si, we first mUltiply the first part of Eq. A.B.7. by 

co and the second by si; adding then yields 

(A.B.IO) 

In a similar way we obtain 

(A.B.II) 

By solving Eqs. A.B.IO and A.B.II we get the following expressions for co 

and si: 

co = (D 2 
1 

+ D/;-1{D
1 eh - D211e sh} , 

(A.B.12) 

si (D 2 2 -1 sh + D2 eh}. = + D2 ; {D111e 1 
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I {p } and I {l-p } are connected to co, si, ch and sh by the relations: m xy m yy 

(A.S.13) 

I {l-p } = ~qS{n co ch - si sh} , 
m yy c 

which can be verified with the aid of the Eqs. 5.1.4 and A.8.4. 

By substituting Eqs. A.8.9 and A.8.IZ in the above expressions for Im{Pxy} 

and Im{l-pyy} we obtain: 

(A.8.14) 

Finally, with the aid of the definitions for DI and DZ Eqs. 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 

resul t. 
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A. 9. .:;.T.:.:h.::e_p",o::.:w::.:e:.:r:.....:...,P - 0 

-
The Stokes spectral vector V of the L' wave is given by the following 

representation referring to f 1, f2 modi 

V 

lIV 

V = , (A.9.1) 
V(1) 

V (2) 

(1) (2) . 
where V = V1 + V2, lIV = V1 - V2, while V1, V2, V ,V are def~ned as 

in section 4 for the I's. 

Likewise, we have 

r:, 
W= (A.9.2) 

w(1) 

W(2) 

as the representation of the Stokes spectral vector W of the corresponding 

UJ wave. A straightforward analysis shows that Eq. 6.1.9 leads to the 

following relation between the Stokes spectral vectors V and W, expressed 

in fl' f2 representation: 

w 

lIW 
-T = e 

ooshA sinhA 

-sinA ooshA 

o o 

o o 

o o V 

o o lIV 

~RT~ (A.9.3) 

ooscj> -sincj> 

sincj> ooscj> 
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where the matrix [Rl'] representing a rotational transform is as follows: 

1 0 0 0 

0 cos (2X) sin (2X) 0 

~Rl'~ = (A.9.4.) 
0 -sin(2X) cos (2X) 0 

o 0 o 1 

By working out the matrix multiplications on the right hand side of Eq. A.9.3 

we obtain the following 4 by 4 matrix: 

coshA sinhAcos(2X) sinhAsin(2x) 0 

-sinhAcos(2X} 2 coshAcos (2X)+ ~coshAsin(4x)- sincjlsin(2x} 

+coscjlsin2(2X) -~cosq,sin (4X) 

-sinhAsin(2x) ~coshAsin(4xJ- coshAsin2(2xJ+ -sinq,cos (2X) 

-~cosq,sin(4xJ 
2 +cosq,cos (2X) (A.9.S.) 

0 -sinq,sin (2X) sinq,cos(2X) cosq, 

The power Po of W1 given by the expression Po = ~(W+~W) then readily follows, 

and is given by Eqs. 6.1.10 and 6.1.11. 
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A.IO. The explicit form of the Stokes vector A 

From Eq. 6.2.4 we may show that A 1S given by the following representation, 

referring to f1' f 1 : 

_ A M 2Regn + ~(lg1212 - Ig21 1
2

) 
A = = (A. 10. I) 

A (1) * * Re[U+g11 )g21 + U-g 11)g 12) 

A (2) * * Im[ U+gn)g 21 + U-g
1l

Jg12 ) 

By substituting Eq. 6.2.5, here, we obtain Eq. 6.2.9. 
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n 

/ 

Fig.! An axisymmetric raindrop, 

with the unit vector n. 

" 
" 

, 
I 

/ 

, 
,z 

Fig.2 The orthogonal xyz coordinate system 

showing the canting angle <p and the 

incident angle e, 
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/1 

E inc 

~ L,j~ , 
" .' 

n(8,q,) 
~ 

, 
• , , , , 

...L 

E scat 
...L 

Fig.3 The incident versus the scattered 

field in the -L II :; coordinate 

system. 

y 

E x 

Fig.4 A coordinate transform in the 

xy plane, 
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¢R ~n degrees 

1\ 

41 

8.18 8.11 .18 0.11 8.JO OJI" 0.40 0.41 DID 
'1'1 

• 

Fig.S !sinI2¢o)/sinI2¢R)!'as a function of 

<PI with <PR as parameter. 
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Fig." /:;T asa·funetionof the rain intensity p 

for different frequencies . 
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, . (r-r) , 
o ' 

, 

cloud level 

, 

medi 

ground level n 

Fig.7 The rain medium extending indefinitely in 

the horizontal plane between cloud and ground. 

y 

0L-______ ~ ______ ~L_ ______ _L ______ _J 

o 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Fig.8 Y as a function of ~. 
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Fig. 10. An 8.-cm map of the S-com
ponent on April 19, 1958, d.erived from 
eclipse observations. (Tanaka [341.) 
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~ lO-19r----4----}-:._'" ___ ,-__ r--____ +-____ ~ 
E • 
~lO-<"f_--+_~~~~~~~-+_~~J--~ 
o • ~ 
~ 10 -21 f_----4------}-------+--.:.,pi><-----+-----~ 

Icm 
Wavelength 

(a) 

The spectra of different components of solar radio emission. The 
quiet sun compoJlcnt corresponds to sunspot minimum, whereas the slowly varying 
component (statistical!y determined) corrc::;j1onds to sunspot maximum (the 
IGY period). The spcr·trn. of bur'6t.s find ~torms correspond to their maximum 
values and arc plotted in terms of flux density (after Smerd 1964a). 

Frequency. Me/s 
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Wavelength 
(b) 

The bpectra of different components of solar radio emission, plottc,1 
in tf:'rrn~ of brightness temperature. To calculate the brightnr>s,> te.mperaturc, 
tlip 30urce area is as.3ume(1 to he as follows: the optical disk for the qUlCt sun; the 
sunspot area for the slowly varying component; and estimated mean area.'; hased 
upon availahle observations for the bursts and st.orms (After Smerd 19G4a). 

Fig. 11 
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~~!)rlnalizcd diIT"renlitll at(eullaljoJ! with respect to A,. 

Fig.12 (Arr-Ar)/Ar"",q as a function of the 

frequency and rain intensity p (taken 

from r 141) • 
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frequency and rain intensity (taken 

from [14]). 



Frequency: II GHz. 

p L=O.5km 

mm/n Tn Tv 

0.000 26.000 26.000 

>-'l 0.250 26.080 26.075 
po 
0' .... 1.250 26.541 26.496 
ro 

2.500 27.301 27.182 

.." !> 5.000 29.165 28.853 
" f-.J 
ro po .a 

'" " (\) po 

" ..., 
n " '" " n 

12.500 36 .050 34.990 

25.000 49.360 46.864 

50.000 77 .489 72.076 

~ 
rt 
t-'. 
0 p.. 

" rt 0 

100.000 128.062 118.115 

150.000 167.557 155.070 
~ en 
ro 

rt 

" ;T 
po ro .... 
" " .J po .... 
po " rt 
;T .... 

" .... rt 

'" ro 

" " 00 "' rt .... 
;T rt 

'" t" . ''OJ 

rt 
;T 
III 

L=1.0km 

I1T Tn Tv I1T 

0.000 26.000 26.000 0.000 

0.005 26.160 26.150 0.009 

0.044 27.080 26.991 0.089 

0.119 28.596 28.360 0.237 

0.312 32.293 31.676 0.617 

1.060 45.717 43.673 2.044 

2.496 70.645 66.070 4.575 

5.413 118.897 110.071 8.826 

9.946 190.533 177.956 12.577 

12.487 233.000 220.827 12.173 

L=1.5km 

Th Tv 

26.000 26.000 

26.239 26.225 

27.618 27.486 

29.885 29.531 

35.383 34.468 

55.014 52.059 

90.039 83.751 

152.204 141.410 

228.818 216.882 

263.358 254.441 

I1T 

0.000 

0.014 

0.133 

0.354 

0.915 

2.955 

6.288 

10.794 

11. 936 

8.918 I 
co 
w 
I 
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Frequency: IIGHz. 

p 

mm/hr Th 

0.000 26.000 

0.250 26.319 

1 .250 28.156 

2.500 31.167 

5.000 38.435 

12.500 63.955 

25.000 107.711 

50.000 179.000 

100.000 252.310 

150.000 277.493 

-

T v b.T Th 

26.000 0.000 26.000 

26.300 0.019 26.399 

27.979 0.177 28.692 

30.698 0.469 32.443 

37.229 1.206 41. 451 

60. 158 3.798 72 .555 

100.030 7.682 123.815 

167.265 11 .735 200.563 

242.234 10.076 266.746 

271 .675 5.818 284.101 

- . 
Tv b.T Th 

26.000 0.000 26.000 

26.376 0.024 26.479 

28.471 0.220 29.227 

31.859 0.584 33.713 

39.961 1.490 44.431 

67.979 4.576 80.827 

115.017 8.798 138.490 

188.600 II. 963 217.919 

258.765 7.963 275.629 

280.536 3.565 287.204 

£-3 Okm - . -
T 

V 

26.000 

26.451 

28.963 

33.015 

42.663 

75.534 

128.816 

206.210 

269.557 

285.103 

b.T 

0.000 

0.028 

0.264 

0.697 

1. 768 

5.293 

9.675 

I 1 .709 

6.072 

2. 101 

I 
00 ..,.. 
I 



Frequency: 11 GHz. 

p [,-3 5km - . 
mm/hY' Th T !!.T Th V 

0.000 26.000 26.000 0.000 26.000 

0.250 26.558 26.526 0.033 26.638 

1.250 29.761 29.453 0.307 30.294 

2.500 34.976 34.166 0.810 36.233 

5.000 47.375 45.335 2.039 50.283 

12.500 88.783 82.830 5.953 96.434 

25.000 151.864 141.522 10.343 164.052 

50.000 231.892 220.749 1 I. 143 243.144 

100;000 281.103 276.608 4.495 284.482 

150.000 288.668 287.462 1.206 289.362 

- . 
T 

V 
!!.T Th 

26.000 0.000 26.000 

26.601 0.038 , 26.718 

29.943 0.351 30.826 

35.312 0.921 37.484 

47.979 2.304 , 53.156 

89.876 6.558 103.794 

153.221 10.832 175.160 

232.754 10.390 252.207 

281.221 3.262 286.572 

288.682 0.679 289.693 

- . 
T 

V 

26.000 

26.676 

30.432 

36.453 

50.594 

96.682 

163.994 

242.669 

284.2 t,0 

289.315 

f>T 

0.000 

0.042 

0.394 

1.031 

2.562 

7.112 

11.167 

9.537 

2.331 

0.377 

I 
00 
V> 
I 
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Frequency: IIGHz. 

p 

mm/hr Th 

0.000 26.noo 

0.250 26.797 

1.250 31.356 

2.500 38.728 

5.000 55.995 

12.500 110.873 

25.000 185.284 

50.000 259.508 

100.000 287.866 

150.000 289.851 

L-5 Okm -

Tv 6T 

26.000 0.000 

26.751 0.047 

30.920 0.437 

37.588 1.140 

53.181 2.815 

103.255 7.617 

173.914 1.370 

250.860 8.648 

286.219 1.648 

289.644 0.207 

L-5 5km - . 
Th T 6T v 

26.000 26.000 0.000 

26.877 26.825 0.052 

31.886 31.406 0.479 

39.967 38.718 1.248 

58.800 55.739 3.061 

117.681 109.604 8.077 

194.512 183.050 11.462 

265.392 257.628 7.764 

288.669 287.516 1. 153 

289.927 289.814 0.113 

L=6 Okm . 
Th T v 

26.00 26.000 

26.957 26.900 

32.414 31 .892 

41 . 199 39.844 

61.571 58.844 

124.230 115.735 

202.922 191.464 

270.135 263.221 

289.168 288.367 

289.964 289.903 

6T 

0.00 

0.056 

0.522 

1 .356 

3.301 

8.494 

11 .459 

6.913 

0.801 

0.061 

I 

"" '" I 



Prequency: 
18. I GHz 

L=0.5 kIn 

1 

1. 

2 

5 

2 . : 

3 

p mm/hr Th l' V 
. 

0.000 ~b.OOO 2G.000 
0.2 SO 2b.321 ;!G.30_~ 
1 .250 Z8.1bl 20.007 
2.500 30.!.id3 'C).S04 
5.000 H. 16 S 3 ') • 8 SO 

12.500 "j5.425 5?~)91 
25.000 0,').112 1f.974 
50.000 115.724 [24.161 

100.000 202.3':>9 ISS • .:!?7 
150.000 ~40.634 ?24. 3~5 

0.000 ;'0.000 2b.001O 
.. 

0.250 26.641 26.b05 
1.250 .,0.304 29.999 
2.500 ~5.6dS 34.932 
5.000 47.056 4').~93 

12.500 81.559 (b.49~~ 
25.000 130.933 J:)I.o{)~ 

50.000 1-19. bG4 1,95.b!'>O 
100.000 2'>0.5.17 24b.'J?5 
150.000 2~0./dl 2(3 .. 519 

0.000 Z'J.OQU 2u.OOf) 
0.250 20.961 ZL.907 
1.250 32.429 31.976 
2.500 40.394 ~9.2,93 
5.000 56.907 5Lt.402 

12.500 104.112 '1/.'19 
25.000 1',6.473 1';').045 
50. 000 236.991 2?1,.234 

lUO.OOO 279.9')1 213.:Sb6 
150.000 Z,~1!l.(J51 2o'j.oY1 

.• 
0.000 ':b.OJC (_'h.OOO 
o. Z 50 21.200 2l.2C9 
1.250 ~4.537 .~~.':J-)7 

2.500 !j-{).u15 4 ).5bJ 
5.0 00 ~Ju.~tjj C_;.lr:~ 

12.500 1 :~ j. 39 1 IJr.2'94 
25.000 194.037 19,'.C:q 
50.000 2 c)6.824 i4~.{t89 

100.000 2%.517 285.290 
150.000 <'09.'084 Zoo.dlB 

0.000 2b.UUC 
.. 

2b.000 
0.250 '11.')99 <7.510 
1.250 SO. b2 d .\5.ad4 
2.500 4(J.550 t'l7.764 
5.000 (5.')92 71.hls 

12.500 143.701 1,4.659 
25.000 21'J.4~') 2f)~.')96 
50.000 271.&20 Z,):.;.7h4 

100.000 Zt-jo.ll2 ?S/.inG 
150.000 2>:.9.901 i'S <) • Inc, 

0.000 ?'b. voe ?b.00(; 
0.250 21.')10 27~c.l1 
1 .250 Sd.(')1 ~/.rlb 

2.500 54.001 ') 1 .. ~,() b 
5.000 11 4 • 128 ( 9 • iii J 

12.500 1'><,.916 1'50.271 
25. a 00 .~3c. J2S ;~ 2 ,-I • ii \ b 
50.000 2T9.137 ','13.397 

100.000 Zd9.~L)y I 2oF~.h93 
150.000 299.H8 I r!H9.922 

Table I. !::.T as a function of the rain intensity p, the 
frequency, and the rainpath-length L. 

ill' -87-

0.000 
o .010 
0.153 
O. I d 4 
O.9n 
;>.534 
G.I.Hl 

11.)57 
16.55:? 
16.279 
0.000 
0.03G 
O. 305 
0.,.54 
1.793 
5.066 
9.670 

14.014 
12.~12 -
7.092 

,J .000 
0.053 
0.453 
1.111 
2.5R') 
6.!93 

11.428 
12.757 
6.585 
;:. ) 1)5 

o • 'J 0 0 
0.1.'11 
0.599 
1.4'.)'. 
3 • ~ 12 
,'1.097 

lZ.:]Ol 
10.~34 

3 .• 228 
0.706 

0.000 
0.009 
0.743 
1.7% 
3.978 
9.U4R 

11.328 
7.il:10 
1 .492 
0.201 
O.OQ(1 

0.106 
~)~fJbcJ 

? • lOS 
! •• r:)otl 

9.707 
11.1d,) 

').740 
0.(,66 
0.0',6 



Frequency: 18.1 GHz 
-00----

a p T Ii! I' J r v I .' 1 Tf'r"] 
0.000 7L.vOC .> t) .. () (I IJ o.oou 
a .2 so :.' H • i.' S I) ;.'.1 4 .. i 1 ? (I • 1 . '4 

1.~,>0 1. 0 .. ,.') .. \ \j.i't.~ 1 .. () ;..' I, 
2.')()U r) d .. ~ l, } 'I'). t)'l1l ;.' .. " 1 " 
',.00(1 '},~.{l:{ I ( • , .1-. , ').l't't 

1('.',00 If', .4.\5 1 tJ I • .. ":' I; In .. 1 ,"') 
25.000 <:44.'JlI ;' 5 it .. t, / " 1 (1 • "1, , 

SO.o 00 !~\~.!)t),) . ' / \} .. t. d 1 I, .. () 1\ 1 

100.000 ~89.dI9 /rI'}.'\I.',l o.?')() 
150.000 Z'~ ~.'J9'J c~ h \ .• 'J l () 0.01'> 

L=4.0 0 ~ I tH I' J I Vl t , I " l' J 
0.000 2b.000 LU.O(J() 0.000 
0.2S0 2d.,)5~ 2e.41~ oJ.li.1 
1 .2 so !f2.7:11 4 1 .. () 3 b 1 .. 1 62 
2.S00 62.b:;{ ~ 9 .. Y rj 0 2.707 
5.000 100.744 ') 5 .. () '-} 'i ').(,4" 

12.S00 lil 7. <'IS lrth929 10.S4b 
25.000 254.924 ~4~).t..J49 <;. 2 r~ 
50.000 21lb;-1/4 2d 3 •. ")79 2.84'_) 

, 100.000 2d Y.94lJ ~ :i 'J •.••• 1 -) D.t?5 
150.000 2,~~. }~9 !8;.9':Jf) o .'J 04 

L=4-:-S-
-

0 ~ . I H l t J IHf'. I t' 1 t-' J 

0.000 ~6.001} ?6. O~)O 0.0)0 
0.250 2a.871 2b./l;'~ G .. l ~J".} 
1.250 44.32U 4.3.5?4 1 .2 q 6 
2.500 bb.8b:) 6:5.57.l 2.991 
5.000 IOd.4S? III 2 •. ,45 b.l0B 

12.500 11tJ.&W, 1'"\8.279 lO.4~"'{) 

25.000 262.701 254.472 B.le,) 
50.000 2H.f2C 2BI). ,bS 1. 955 

100.000 289.977 259.924 0.053 
150.000 290.00C 2eY.Y99 0.")1 

L=S.O 0 P TH (P] IV[ P 1 H'U' J 
0.000 21,.000 2.' b .. !.' (1 0 a.OW) 

0.250 29.1~'l 2'1.')1? o .. 1 ! 6 
- -

1 .250 4b.821 4lj.~l}~ 1.',29 
2.500 70.995 61.130 3.2bS 
5.000 1l').tl46 109.12', h.'i72 

12.500 208.tl23 1ge.'.d5 10.35:1 
25.000 2hi).I't5 261.';3$ 1 .. ~.' 1 ) 
50.000 2'1o.edt 287.309 1.328 

100.000 ;:~0Y.)jl (~,S9.9(,9 o .:J ?? 
150.000 2'.10.000 290.000 0.000 

L=S.S a t-' I H [ t' 1 r V ( f' J r P (f' ] 
0.000 ~6.VOO 2t..tino 0.000 
0.250 29 .. ') (h ,» Z9.Jll G.l 94 
1.250 4d.81T 47.257 1.')60 
2.500 7~.Oi.H rl.~?l ~ .. I);: 7 

5.000 U2.93i1 116.01.4 6.S'!5 
12.500 2!f.B>l 207.t)h3 lO.lbd 
25.000 a~.445 2tJ;.)d~ 6.2')9 
50.000 299.183 2~H.2·~9 I). 8 94 

100.000 2i\9.99i' ~i1".·lat 0.009 
IJO.OOO 2'J0.OOG 290. ;J(:,) 0.000 

L=b.OO p f'H I' 1 TV [ f' I T P ( i' 1 
0.000 (~o. ooe ?b. (J00 (1 .. 0()U 
0.250 2Y.82i 29 .. tdO o • c I I 
1.2 so ,)O.fYU 't'1.1(-';.' 1 .. (,ot) 

1 2.500 (9.026 'S"~"f(J 3.70u 
5.000 lZ9.14C 1,:2'.·J12 7.Z?il 

12.500 225.b5ll 21S.9Jl 9.919 
25. a 00 2ff.!UI) 211 .. 711 5.1S·1 
50.000 2~9.5U9 2£)3.911 o .. S ~17 

100.OOJ I ?·39. '999 2d 9. 99~) 0.004 
1t;(LOnn r..l t) f\ r. I~ '" ,n 0 o 0 ~ ~ ~ - , 



~quency: 

30 GHz. 

J.5 Ion 

1.5 

, 

2.5 

3 

~ P mmlhY' "" ·v +-~~a~.~ol~O'O~-+-----~2~u-.~0~0~G~--~~~-!"~~f,-.~O~J~0----+-----~O~.O~'~OI~IO~~ 
0.2.50 ('7.094 ;'/.()~~ O.Of,] 
1.250 32.'dl ';.:n.l 0.498 
2.500 ~9.7~L SR.tj 70 1.180 
'i.OOO ')4.u20 ')1.379 2.641 

12.500 11.222 86.486 h.756 
25.0ll0 14\.du4 13".049 11.<15 
5U.JOO 20B.ult 194.G9H 13.981 
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Table 1. 6T asa function of the rain intensity p, the frequency, 
and the rain-path length L. 
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